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chapter 4 

Data Link and Network Layer Protocols in TCP/IP 

[[Insert UNF p. 155-1 here]] 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises, you will be able to: 

 Explain the fundamental concepts associated with Data Link layer protocols that 

operate over different network link types 

 Distinguish among the different types of frames used on IP networks 

 Describe how hardware address resolution occurs for IPv4 and IPv6 with ARP and 

NDP protocols 

 Explain the essentials of the Internet Protocol, both for IPv4 and IPv6, including 

route resolution processes, IP datagrams, fragmentation, and the differences 

between IPv4 and IPv6 

 Explain the mechanics of IP routing, such as how entries are placed in a routing 

table and how the basics of routing operate on an internetwork 

 Describe the intricacies of IPv4 and IPv6 routing characteristics, including methods 

of preventing routing loops, general behaviors of routers in an internetwork, and 

routing determination 

 Provide detailed information about IPv4 and IPv6 routing protocols, including the 

structure of routing packets and the behavior of each routing protocol 

 Describe the various factors involved in choosing how to route between different 

network environments and infrastructures 

 Describe the fundamentals of routing to and from the Internet 

 Explain the basics of securing routers. 

 Describe the tools used to troubleshoot IP routing 
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This chapter covers key TCP/IP protocols that correspond to the Data Link and 

Network layers of the OSI reference model. Here, you learn about the various kinds of 

data link protocols that make it possible to connect to the Internet using an analog 

telephone line and a modem, X.25, or an always-on digital technology, such as T1, a 

cable modem, or a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). You also learn how Internet Protocol 

(IP) frames may be identified, and how special protocols make it possible to translate 

between MAC layer hardware addresses and numeric IP addresses. Finally, you 

explore the capabilities of the IP, upon which so much of TCP/IP’s networking 

capabilities depend. In particular, you learn how IP packets are organized internally and 

how they’re handled as they move across a TCP/IP-based network from sender to 

receiver. 

When a computer wants to send a packet to a destination that is not on its local 

subnetwork, it sends that packet to its default gateway (which is usually a router or a 

server configured to act like a router). Then, that default gateway forwards the packet to 

its true destination, to another router that knows how to reach that destination, or to 

another router, and so forth. 

This process, known as packet forwarding, certainly sounds simple enough, but you 

should ask, “How does any router know where to send a packet?” In this chapter, we 

explain in detail the processes and protocols that routers use to make forwarding 

decisions and speed packets on their way to their intended destinations, whenever 

possible, and how they handle routing and delivery problems or failures. 

Data Link Protocols 

The Data Link layer performs several key jobs, the two most important being: 

 Managing access to whatever networking medium is in use, called Media Access 

Control (MAC) 
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 Creating temporary point-to-point links between a pair of MAC layer addresses to 

enable data transfer, called Logical Link Control (LLC) 

The existence of these two important functions and subprotocols is why the IEEE 

subdivided the Data Link layer into a MAC sublayer and an LLC sublayer when it 

designed the 802 family of network specifications. It is also why data link protocols 

play an important role in enabling the transfer of data from a particular sender to a 

particular receiver. This is called a point-to-point data transfer because it involves 

shipping data from a specific MAC layer address that represents the point of 

transmission to another specific MAC layer address that represents the point of 

reception on a distinct physical network segment, or TCP/IP subnet. 

It is interesting that this same point-to-point technique also works for data transfer 

across wide area network (WAN) links—such as analog telephone lines, digital 

connections, or X.25—which is why certain TCP/IP data link protocols sometimes may 

be called WAN protocols. 

The data encapsulation techniques used to enclose packet payloads for transmission 

across WAN links differ from those used for LAN connections and involve specialized 

protocols and methods that operate at the Data Link layer, such as: 

 Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) 

 Special handling for X.25, frame relay, and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

connections also is typically required, primarily to ensure that relevant 

communication interfaces are assigned IP addresses and configured to carry TCP/IP 

traffic (once established, however, these connections invariably use PPP) 

The rest of this section covers these protocols. The key to understanding the material is 

to recognize that PPP supports a straightforward point-to-point connection between two 

parties, or nodes, on a link. These kinds of two-party connections include analog phone 
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lines, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connections, T-carriers, such as T1, T3, E1, or 

E3 (E1 and E3 are the European counterparts of the American T1 and T3 and operate at 

different speeds), and Optical Carrier (OC) for high-speed SONET links, such as OC-1, 

OC-3, and OC-96. Because all parties on this kind of link are known to each other (and 

identities are established as the link is negotiated), point-to-point links do not include or 

require explicit Data Link layer addresses. Other kinds of WAN links support IP 

network segments, in which there may be more than two nodes active, which therefore 

require explicit addresses at the Data Link layer. That’s why special handling is 

necessary for X.25, frame relay, and ATM WAN links, which use packet-switching or 

circuit-switching technologies and must explicitly address sender and receiver at the 

Data Link layer. 

[[Insert UNF p. 157-1 here]] 

Cable modems are another popular Internet access technology that permits cable 

television companies to use existing broadband cable infrastructures to provide 

two-way Internet access to customers. Although they operate at WAN distances (over 2 

miles for some cable segments), such systems use standard Ethernet II frames and 

behave more or less like Ethernet LANs. In fact, the protocol usually used in this 

situation is called Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE). 

Generally speaking, WAN encapsulation of frames at the Data Link layer involves one 

or more of the following services (they vary according to the requirements of the type 

of link used): 

 Addressing—For WAN links in which more than two nodes are involved in 

possible connections, a unique destination address is required. 

 Bit-level integrity check—With a bit-level integrity check, checksums calculated 

before and after transmission, when compared, indicate if the message changed 
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between when it was sent and when it was received. Such checks occur at each step 

in the transmission path (for each sender and receiver) when packet-switching 

networks are used and forwarding occurs. 

 Delimitation—Data link frames require specific end-of-frame markers, and each 

frame’s header and trailer must be distinct from its payload. With the delimitation 

service, delimiters mark these information boundaries. 

 Protocol identification (PID)—When WAN links support multiple protocols, some 

method to identify individual protocols in the payload is required. A protocol 

identification (PID) in the header (discussed in the section titled “Point-to-Point 

Protocol” later in this chapter) supplies this information. 

Point-to-Point Protocol 

Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is a general-purpose protocol that provides WAN data 

link encapsulation services similar to those available for LAN encapsulations. Thus, 

PPP provides not only frame delimitation but also protocol identification and bit-level 

integrity check services. (Remember that addressing is not necessary on a 

point-to-point link, in which only two parties are involved in communications.) 

RFC 1661 provides the detailed specifications for PPP and includes the following 

characteristics: 

 Encapsulation methods that support simultaneous use of multiple protocols across 

the same link. (In fact, PPP supports a broad range of protocols, including TCP/IP, 

NetBEUI, IPX/SPX, AppleTalk, SNA, DECNet, and many others.) 

 A special Link Control Protocol (LCP) used to negotiate the characteristics of 

any point-to-point link established using PPP. 

 A collection of negotiation protocols used to establish the Network layer properties 

of protocols carried over the point-to-point link, called Network Control 
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Protocols (NCPs). RFCs 1332 and 1877 describe an NCP for IP, known as the 

Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP), used to negotiate an IP address for 

the sending party, addresses for DNS servers, and (optional) use of the Van 

Jacobsen TCP compression protocol, where possible. 

PPP encapsulation and framing techniques are based on the ISO High-Level Data 

Link Control (HDLC) protocol, which is in turn based on IBM’s work on the 

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) protocol used as part of its Systems 

Network Architecture (SNA) protocols. It’s not necessary to fully understand HDLC or 

SDLC in order to understand PPP; you should merely note that PPP’s predecessors are 

well-known, well-understood, and widely implemented protocols (which allows it to 

leverage those stable and longstanding implementations). HDLC-like framing for PPP 

frames is described fully in RFC 1662. 

Although PPP framing supports addressing and link control information derived from 

HDLC, most PPP implementations use an abbreviated form that skips this unnecessary 

information. Instead, LCP handles address and control field information during PPP 

link setup and otherwise dispenses with this information. Thus, the fields in the PPP 

header and trailer include the following values: 

 Flag—The Flag is a single-byte delimiter field set to 0x7E (binary value: 01111110) 

to indicate the boundary between the end of one PPP frame and the beginning of 

another PPP frame. Only a single Flag value appears between frames. 

 Protocol identifier—The protocol identifier is a 2-byte field that identifies the 

upper-layer protocol ferried by the PPP frame. 

 Frame Check Sequence (FCS)—The Frame Check Sequence (FCS) field is a 

2-byte field that provides bit-level integrity checks for data as sent. (It’s recomputed 

upon receipt, then compared to the sent value; if the two values agree, the 
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assumption is that the data was transmitted successfully; if they disagree, the 

payload is discarded.) 

PPP must supply a method to replace Flag values should they occur in a frame’s 

payload. Replacement methods differ, however, depending on what kind of connection 

is in use. For synchronous links, such as analog phone lines, in which characters are 

sent in as individual bytes, a character replacement approach is used for PPP. These 

substitution methods are covered in RFCs 1661 and 1662. 

When PPP is used with synchronous technologies, such as T1, Integrated Services 

Digital Network (ISDN), DSL, or Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) links, a 

faster, more efficient technique of bit substitution is used rather than the wholesale 

character replacement used with asynchronous links. Here, any sequences of six 1 bits 

in a row (remember, the binary value of the Flag character is 01111110) can be escaped 

by inserting an extra 0 after the fifth 1 bit in a row(and stripped out upon receipt). This 

supports much more efficient (and faster) encoding of potentially illegal values for such 

link types, and it helps explain why PPP is the most popular of all point-to-point 

protocols used with TCP/IP. PPP also supports a multi-link implementation to enable 

multiple data channels of the same bandwidth to be aggregated to handle a single data 

stream between a single sender and a single receiver. (Two or more modem lines or two 

ISDN channels can be combined to increase the bandwidth between pairs of devices for 

a relatively low cost, which appeals in regions where broadband isn’t available or 

where ISDN may be quite expensive.) 

PPP supports a default maximum transmission unit (MTU) of 1,500 bytes, which 

makes it ideal for interconnecting Ethernet-based networks (or peers). However, LCP 

can negotiate higher or lower MTUs between PPP peers, depending on what kinds of 

networks they’re attached to. (Many Gigabit Ethernet networks support so-called 
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Jumbo Frames that have MTUs of 9,216 bytes; thus, as long as the PPP connections 

between them can also handle such large frames, PPP can carry them.) 

Frame Types and Sizes 

At the Data Link layer, protocol data units are called frames. A frame represents the 

same data that appears in digital form at the Network layer in an IP datagram in the 

form of whatever sequence of electrical signals maps to that data. Thus, the information 

from an IP datagram may be encapsulated in a variety of frame types. In this section, we 

examine TCP/IP communications on some common types of local area networks. 

Ethernet Frame Types 

The Ethernet II frame type is the de facto standard frame type used for IP datagram 

transmissions over Ethernet networks. Thus, Ethernet II frames receive the most 

coverage in this chapter and in this book. The Ethernet II frame has a protocol 

identification field (the Type field) that contains the value 0x0800 to identify the 

encapsulated protocol as IP. The value 0x86dd identifies the encapsulated protocol as 

IPv6. 

Before an IP datagram is transmitted onto the cable, the data link driver puts the leading 

frame onto the datagram. The driver also ensures that the frame meets the minimum 

frame size specification. The minimum Ethernet frame size is 64 bytes. The maximum 

Ethernet frame size is 1,518 bytes. If a frame does not meet the minimum frame size of 

64 bytes, the driver must pad the Data field. 

The source or transmitting Ethernet network interface controller (NIC) performs a 

cyclical redundancy check (CRC) procedure on the contents of the frame and places a 

value at the end of the frame in the Frame Check Sequence field. Finally, the NIC sends 

the frame, led by a preamble, which is a leading bit pattern used by the receiver to 

correctly interpret the bits as 1s and 0s. 
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For more information on Ethernet technology, visit Charles Spurgeon’s Web site at 

www.ethermanage.com/ethernet/ethernet.html. To order the IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CS 

specification, visit http://www.techstreet.com/ieeegate.html (type 802.3 CSMA/CS in 

the Search text box, and then click GO). To view common questions regarding the 

IEEE 802.3 standard, visit the IEEE Standards Association Web site at 

http://standards.ieee.org/index.html and search for 802.3 standard. 

There are two Ethernet frame types that TCP/IP can use: 

 Ethernet II 

 Ethernet 802.2 Logical Link Control 

[[Insert UNF p. 160-1 here]] 

Technically, there are two more Ethernet II frame types: Ethernet II Sub Network 

Access Protocol (SNAP) and Ethernet 802.3 (RAW). However, these are older 

technologies not commonly used in current WAN infrastructures. For more 

information, see http://www.dataip.co.uk/Network/FrameTypes.php. 

Ethernet II Frame Structure 

In this section, we concentrate on the Ethernet II frame structure, which is the most 

popular frame structure used on Ethernet TCP/IP networks. The Ethernet II frame type 

is the default frame type for TCP/IP on Windows 2000 and later versions of Windows 

on Ethernet networks. The IEEE 802.2 specification also defines a method for TCP/IP 

to run over the IEEE 802.3 frame structure. 

Figure 4-1 depicts the format of an Ethernet II frame. 

[[Insert Figure 4-1 here]] 

The Ethernet II frame type consists of the following fields and structure: 

 Preamble—The preamble is 8 bytes long and consists of alternating 1s and 0s. As 

its name indicates, this special string of bits precedes the actual Ethernet frame and 
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is not counted as part of the overall frame length. The final byte ends in a 

pattern—the start frame delimiter (SFD)—of 10101011, indicating the start of the 

Destination Address field. This field provides the necessary timing used by the 

receiver to interpret the 1s and 0s in a frame, and it builds in the time necessary for 

Ethernet circuitry to recognize and begin to read incoming data. 

 Destination Address field—The Destination Address field is 6 bytes long and 

indicates the data link address (also referred to as the hardware address or MAC 

address) of the destination IP host. The destination address may be broadcast, 

multicast, or unicast. The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used to obtain the 

hardware address of the destination IP host (if the destination is local) or the 

next-hop router (if the destination is remote). ARP is covered in the “Hardware 

Addresses in the IP Environment” section later in this chapter. 

 Source Address field—The Source Address field is 6 bytes long and indicates the 

sender’s hardware address. This field can only contain a unicast address; it cannot 

contain a broadcast or multicast address. 

 Type field—TheType field is 2 bytes long and identifies the protocol that is using 

this frame type. Table 4-1 illustrates some of the assigned type numbers maintained 

by IANA, available online at www.iana.org. 

 Data field—The Data field can be between 46 and 1,500 bytes. 

 Frame Check Sequence field—The Frame Check Sequence field is 4 bytes long and 

includes the result of the CRC calculation. 

[[Insert Table 4-1 here]] 

[[Insert UNF p. 161-1 here]] 

http://www.iana.org/
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For additional information on TCP/IP networking over the Ethernet medium, download 

and review RFC 894, “A Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over Ethernet 

Networks.” 

Upon receipt of an Ethernet II frame, an IP host verifies the validity of the contents by 

performing a CRC check and comparing the result to the value contained in the Frame 

Check Sequence field. 

After confirming that the destination address is intended for the recipient (or the 

broadcast address or an accepted multicast address), the receiving NIC strips off the 

Frame Check Sequence field and hands the frame to the Data Link layer. 

At the Data Link layer, the frame is examined to determine the actual destination 

address (broadcast, multicast, or unicast). At this point, the protocol identification field 

(the Type field in the Ethernet II frame structure, for example) is examined. The 

remaining data link frame structure is then stripped off so the frame can be handed up to 

the appropriate Network layer (IP in this case). 

In the following section, we cover the IEEE 802.2 LLC frame structure, even though IP 

is not typically seen over this frame type. 

Ethernet 802.2 LLC Frame Structure Figure 4-2 depicts the format of an Ethernet 

802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC) frame. Though similar to the Ethernet II frame 

structure, the Ethernet 802.2 LLC frame type uses a SAP field instead of a Type field to 

identify the protocol that is using the frame. The value 0x06 is assigned to IP. 

[[Insert Figure 4-2 here]] 

The Ethernet 802.2 LLC frame type consists of the following fields, but only the fields 

that are unique to the 802.2 LLC frame structure are discussed: 

 Preamble—The preamble is seven bytes long and consists of alternating 1s and 0s. 

Unlike the Ethernet II frame structure, this preamble does not end in consecutive 1s. 
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The Start Frame Delimiter field is used to mark the beginning of the Destination 

Address field. 

 Start Frame Delimiter field—The 1-byte Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) field consists 

of the pattern 10101011 and indicates the start of the Destination Address field. As 

you may notice, the 802.2 preamble and Start Frame Delimiter field are equivalent 

to the Ethernet II frame’s preamble. 

 Length field—The 2-byte Length field indicates the number of bytes in the data 

portion of the frame. The possible values are between 0x002E (46 decimal) and 

0x05DC (1,500 decimal). This frame does not use a Type field in this location; it 

uses a Service Access Point (SAP) field to indicate the upcoming protocol. 

 Destination Service Access Point (DSAP) field—The 1-byte Destination Service 

Access Point (DSAP) field indicates the destination protocol. Table 4-2 lists some 

of the assigned SAP numbers (defined by the IEEE). 

 Source Service Access Point (SSAP) field—The 1-byte Source Service Access Point 

(SSAP) field indicates the source protocol (typically the same as the destination 

protocol). 

 Control field—The 1-byte Control field indicates whether this frame is 

unnumbered format (connectionless) or informational/supervisory format (for 

connection-oriented and management purposes). 

 Destination Address 

 Source Address 

 Data 

 Frame Check Sequence 

[[Insert Table 4-2 here]] 

Hardware Addresses in the IP Environment 
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IP addresses are used to identify individual IP hosts on a TCP/IP internetwork. A 

hardware address is required to get the packet from one IP host to another IP host on a 

single network. For example, to get from one IP host to another IP host that is located 

on the other side of a router, the source needs to know the IP address of the destination 

IP host. The source must perform some manner of hardware address resolution to learn 

the hardware address of the router so that it can build a data link header (such as an 

Ethernet header) to get the packet to the local router or its “default gateway” in 

Windows parlance. When the packet is received at the router, the router must go 

through the same hardware address resolution process to determine the next local 

hardware address for the packet. 

Address Resolution Protocol and Network Discovery Protocol 

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is the protocol used by IPv4 nodes to resolve 

Network layer, or IP, addresses into Data Link layer, or physical, addresses. Any IPv4 

node on a network that needs to know another node’s physical or hardware address can 

send an ARP request to that node’s IP address and receive back the hardware address. 

IPv6 does not use ARP for this activity but instead uses Neighbor Discovery Protocol 

(NDP). NDP is very similar to ARP in that an IPv6 node that wants to know another 

node’s physical address sends a Neighbor Solicitation request, and the desired node 

replies with a Neighbor Advertisement containing its Data Link layer address. 

A major difference between ARP and NDP is that NDP runs over ICMPv6 and uses 

multicast packets rather than broadcast packets. This is an improvement over the IPv4 

ARP solicitation method. Each IPv6 network node listens on a solicited-node multicast 

address, which is made up of the last three words of the node’s unicast address. A node 

sending a Neighbor Solicitation request sends it to the other node’s solicited-node 
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multicast address. This prevents other nodes, even those with very similar IPv6 

addresses, from being interrupted by neighbor solicitations. 

Details about both ARP and NDP are covered in the following sections of this chapter. 

To learn more about ARP, go to www.ietf.org and search for RFC 826. Also see RFCs 

5227 and 5494. To learn more about NDP, go to the IETF Web site and look up RFC 

4861 (which obsoletes RFC 2461). 

[[Insert UNF p. 164-1 here]] 

For complete details on NDP, see Chapter 6. 

ARP Protocol Characteristics and Handling 

TCP/IP networking uses ARP to determine the hardware address of the local target for 

the packet. IP hosts maintain an ARP cache—a table of hardware addresses learned 

through the ARP process—in memory. An IP host refers to the ARP cache first, before 

issuing an ARP request, broadcast-based, on to the network. If the desired hardware 

address is not found in cache, the IP host broadcasts an ARP request. 

Figure 4-3 depicts the basic functionality of ARP. In this graphic, you can see that the 

source IP host, 10.1.0.1, uses ARP to obtain the hardware address of the local target. 

ARP is used only to find the hardware address of local IP hosts. If the IP destination is 

remote (on another network), the IP host must refer to its routing tables to determine 

the proper router for the packet. This is referred to as the route resolution process. 

ARP is not routable; it has no Network layer component in the packet structure, as 

shown in Figure 4-4. 

[[Insert Figure 4-3 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-4 here]] 

http://www.ietf.org/
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As straightforward as ARP is, as shown in its frame structure, it is often the protocol 

that signals problems with network addressing or configuration, as you will learn in the 

“If Remote, Which Router?” section later in this chapter. 

ARP can also be used to test for a duplicate IP address on the network. Before an IP 

host begins to communicate on an IP network, it should perform a duplicate IP address 

test. During the duplicate address test process, an IP host sends an ARP request for its 

own IP address (called a gratuitous ARP), as shown in Figure 4-5. The host cannot 

initialize its TCP/IP stack if another host replies to the duplicate IP address test; a reply 

indicates that its intended IP address is already in use. 

[[Insert Figure 4-5 here]] 

Viewing the packets in a simple ARP transaction should further clarify ARP usage. 

ARP Packet Fields and Functions By default, the Ethernet II frame type is used for all 

ARP traffic on Windows Vista and Windows 7 computers. There are two basic ARP 

packets: the broadcast ARP request packet and the directed, or unicast, ARP reply 

packet. Both packets use the same format, as shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. 

[[Insert Figure 4-6 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-7 here]] 

The most confusing part of ARP is the interpretation of the sender and target address 

information. When an ARP broadcast is being sent from a host, the sending host—Host 

A—puts the hardware and IP address in the Sender Address fields. 

The Target Internet Address field includes the IP address of the desired IP host. The 

Target Hardware Address field is set to all 0s to indicate that the information is not 

known, as shown in Figure 4-6. 

[[Insert UNF p. 167-1 here]] 
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The ARP specification dictates that the Target Hardware Address field can be set to a 

value other than all 0s. In some implementations of ARP, the source sets the destination 

address to all 1s, which may confuse some routers, causing them to broadcast the ARP 

packet onto all connected networks. This type of problem is easy to spot with a network 

analyzer and is documented in Microsoft TechNet. (Look for the “Duplicate IP Address 

Detection” subsection of the “Core Protocol Stack Components and the TDI Interface” 

section at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc780776(WS.10).aspx or search 

for “Core Protocol Stack Components and the TDI Interface” with a search engine to 

find the Microsoft Technet page.) 

Figure 4-7 shows the ARP reply packet. In this reply, the target information and sender 

information are reversed to show that the ARP responder is now the sender. The 

original station performing the lookup is now the destination. 

It is interesting that the responding IP host updates its own ARP cache to include the IP 

address and hardware address of the IP host that was looking for it. Avoiding a 

responding ARP broadcast is a logical step and a more efficient use of network 

bandwidth. Most likely, there will be a two-way conversation between the IP hosts, so 

the responding IP host eventually needs the requesting IP host’s address. 

Hardware Type Field This field defines the hardware or data link type in use and also is 

used to determine the hardware address length, which makes the Length of Hardware 

Address field redundant. 

Table 4-3 is a partial list of assigned hardware type numbers derived from the online list 

at www.iana.org/assignments/arp-parameters. 

[[Insert Table 4-3 here]] 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/arp-parameters
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Protocol Type Field This field defines the protocol address type in use, and it uses the 

standard protocol ID values that also are used in the Ethernet II frame structures. These 

protocol types are defined at www.iana.org/assignments/ethernet-numbers. 

This field uses the same values assigned to the Ethernet Type field. At this time, IP is 

the only protocol that uses ARP for address resolution. This field also determines the 

length of the protocol address, making the Length of Protocol Address field redundant. 

Length of Hardware Address Field This field defines the length (in bytes) of the 

hardware addresses used in this packet. This field is redundant because the Hardware 

Type field also determines the length value. 

Length of Protocol Address Field This field indicates the length (in bytes) of the 

protocol (network) addresses used in this packet. This field is redundant because the 

Protocol Type field also determines this value. 

Opcode Field This field defines whether this ARP packet is a request or reply packet 

and defines the type of address resolution taking place. Table 4-4 lists the ARP and 

Reverse ARP (RARP) operation codes. 

RARP is a process that enables an IP host to learn a network address from a data link 

address. RARP is defined in RFC 903 and covered in the “Reverse ARP” section later 

in this chapter. 

[[Insert Table 4-4 here]] 

Sender’s Hardware Address Field This field indicates the hardware address of the IP 

host that sends this request or reply. 

Sender’s Protocol Address Field This field indicates the protocol, or network, address 

of the IP host that sends this request or reply. 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/ethernet-numbers
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Target Hardware Address Field This field indicates the desired target’s hardware 

address, if known. In ARP requests, this field is typically filled with all 0s. In ARP 

replies, this field should contain one of the following: 

 The hardware address of the desired IP host if the sender and destination share a 

data link. 

 The hardware address of the next router in the path to the destination if they don’t 

share a data link. This is known as the next-hop router to that IP host, in which that 

device will be the first of one or more routers that will convey the data from sender 

to receiver. Each network, or router-to-router transition, is counted as a hop. 

Target Protocol Address Field This field indicates the desired target’s protocol, or 

network, address. 

ARP Cache ARP information (hardware addresses and their associated IP addresses) is 

kept in an ARP cache in memory on most operating systems, including Linux, BSD 

UNIX, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows XP, Windows Vista, 

and Windows 7. These operating systems also have tools for viewing ARP cache 

entries, manually adding or deleting entries in the ARP cache, and loading table entries 

from a configuration file. On Windows-based systems, the command arp -a is used to 

view the table contents, as shown in Figure 4-8. 

Windows-based systems also have a utility you can use to view your IP and You can 

use the command-line utility Ipconfig on Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 

2008, Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 systems. Figure 4-9 shows the 

result of running the Ipconfig utility on a Windows 7 device. 

As you can see in Figure 4-9, the Ipconfig utility, using the /all option to modify the 

output of the command, displays the adapter address (physical address) in hexadecimal 
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such as 00-26-B9-78-AB-DB, the IPv4 address 192.168.0.4, and the subnet mask 

255.255.255.0. 

[[Insert Figure 4-8 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-9 here]] 

The Ipconfig utility also indicates that the IPv6 link-local address is fe80::2d57: 

c4f8:8808:80d7%10. 

On Windows systems, ARP cache entries are kept in memory for 120 seconds (2 

minutes); this varies from a more common default of 300 seconds (5 minutes) on most 

other kinds of networking equipment. IP hosts must consult these tables before 

transmitting ARP broadcasts. If an entry exists in the ARP cache entries, the IP host 

uses the existing entry instead of transmitting an ARP request on the network. 

You can change the entry lifetime in the ARP cache using the ArpCacheLife Registry 

setting, as listed in Table 4-5. (For systems that use Dynamic Host Control Protocol 

[DHCP] to obtain addresses, administrators can manage this setting via options 

provided when defining the terms of a DHCP lease.) 

Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 retain ARP cache entries 

longer than 120 seconds if they were referenced while in the cache. The 

ArpCacheMinReference-dLife Registry entry is used to extend the referenced ARP 

entry past the default 600 seconds (10 minutes). 

[[Insert Table 4-5 here]] 

Proxy ARP Proxy ARP is a method that allows an IP host to use a simplified 

subnetting design. Proxy ARP also enables a router to “ARP” in response to an IP 

host’s ARP broadcasts. Figure 4-10 shows a proxy ARP configuration that consists of 

one network that is divided by a router but maintains a single network address on both 

sides. The IP host 10.1.0.1 was configured with a subnet mask of 255.0.0.0. This IP host 
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believes that the destination 10.2.77.33 is on the same network—network 10.0.0.0. The 

IP host believes the destination host has the same subnet mask because it has no way of 

determining that information. Because the source host believes that the destination host 

is on the same network, the source host knows that it can ARP for its hardware address. 

But the destination is not on the same network. The destination host, 10.2.77.33, is on a 

separate network, but a connecting router was configured to support proxy ARP. When 

10.1.0.1 sends an ARP looking for the hardware address 10.2.77.33, the proxy ARP 

router does not forward the broadcast; instead, it replies to the ARP request and 

supplies the router’s hardware address on Interface 1 (the interface that is on the same 

network as the requesting IP host). 

[[Insert UNF p. 171-1 here]] 

You should be aware that most network configurations may never need to use proxy 

ARP. It is, however, common for router manufacturers to turn it on by default in case of 

network misconfigurations. For example, if a network host has a subnet mask that is too 

short, it may think destination hosts are located on the same network. In that case, the 

host would ARP and the proxy ARP router would reply on behalf of the remote 

device—in other words, by “proxy.” 

Reverse ARP Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) is, as its name implies, 

the reverse of ARP. RARP is used to obtain an IP address for an associated data link 

address. RARP was initially defined to enable diskless workstations to find their own 

IP addresses upon booting or startup. RARP hosts would broadcast a RARP request and 

include their own hardware addresses but leave the source IP addresses blank (all 0s). A 

RARP server on the local network would answer the request, supplying the RARP host 

with its IP address by filling in the target IP address in the reply packet. 
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Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP), and eventually DHCP, replaced RARP. Both BOOTP 

and DHCP offer a more robust, flexible method of assigning IP addresses. 

[[Insert Figure 4-10 here]] 

[[Insert UNF p. 172-1 here]] 

RARP is documented in RFC 903. 

NDP Protocol Characteristics and Handling 

The NDP protocol specified by RFC 4861 describes how nodes on the same network 

link use this protocol to determine the presence of other nodes, to discover the 

link-layer addresses of another node, to find routers, and to discover network paths to 

network neighbors. IPv6 NDP covers several different IPv4 technologies, including 

ARP, ICMPv4 Router Discovery, and ICMPv4 Redirect. This section focuses on using 

NDP for link-layer address discovery on an IPv6 network link. 

NDP messages are used to map a network node’s link-layer address and its IP-layer 

address. A node sends out a Neighbor Solicitation message and requests a neighbor 

node’s link-layer address by providing its own link-layer address. As previously 

mentioned, the message is sent out over ICMPv6 as a multicast. Figure 4-11 provides 

the basic format of a Neighbor Solicitation message. 

[[Insert UNF p. 173-1 here]] 

Neighbor Solicitations are sent out as a unicast when a node needs to verify that another 

node is reachable across a network path. 

[[Insert Figure 4-11 here]] 

The Neighbor Solicitation message is formatted in an ICMPv6 packet. Table 4-6 

defines the fields in this message packet. 

[[Insert Table 4-6 here]] 
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The IPv6 fields include the IPv6 source address of the node sending the Neighbor 

Solicitation and the destination address, which is the solicited-node multicast address of 

the target device. The Hop Limit field value is set to 255, which is the maximum legal 

limit. 

[[Insert UNF p. 174-1 here]] 

The hop limit is also set to this value as a security measure to ensure that the message 

will not transverse routers. 

Once the target node receives the Neighbor Solicitation, it responds with a Neighbor 

Advertisement message and, to propogate the new data as quickly as possible, sends 

unsolicited Neighbor Advertisement messages. The format of the Neighbor 

Advertisement message is virtually identical to the Neighbor Solitication message; 

however, the values of the ICMPv6 fields differ, as shown in Table 4-7. 

[[Insert Table 4-7 here]] 

The IPv6 fields also included source, destination, and hop limit fields. The source is the 

IPv6 address of the node sending the advertisement, the destination is the IPv6 address 

of the node that sent the solicitation, and the Hop Limit field is set to 255. 

[[Insert UNF p. 174-2 here]] 

If a node’s link-layer address changes, the Neighbor Advertisement can be used to send 

an unsolicited message advertising its new address. 

Understanding the Internet Protocol 

The primary function of Network layer protocols is to move datagrams through an 

internetwork connected by routers. Network layer communications are end-to-end 

communications that define the originator as the source Network layer address and the 

target as the destination Network layer address. When packets are sent to network 
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routers, these routers examine the destination network address, based on the routable 

protocol being used, to determine which direction to forward the packets, if possible. 

Internet Protocol is the Network layer protocol used in the TCP/IP suite. Currently, IP 

version 4 (IPv4) is widely implemented. Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) continues to 

be most often used in pilot or experimental implementations; however, there has 

recently been an impetus to prepare the worldwide internetwork structure for IPv6. 

World IPv6 Day, held on June 8, 2011, was only the start of this effort. Although most 

major ISPs do not offer IPv6 addresses yet, it is anticipated that there will be a 

significant, large-scale transition to IPv6 within the next serveral years. 

The functionality and fields of IPv4 communications are documented in RFC 791, 

“Internet Protocol,” which is updated by RFC 1349, “Type of Service in the Internet 

Protocol Suite.” This section focuses only on IPv4. We examine how an IP datagram is 

formed, how an IP host learns whether the destination is local or remote, how packets 

are fragmented and reassembled, as well as the details of IP packet structures. This 

section also defines basic IP routing processes used to get an IP datagram through an 

internetwork. 

Sending IP Datagrams 

IP offers connectionless service with end-to-end Network layer addressing. The best 

way to illustrate how an IP datagram is formed and sent is by example. In Figure 4-12, 

we have one host (10.1.0.1) communicating with another IP host (10.2.0.2) that is 

located on the other side of a router. 

Building an IP datagram packet to transmit on the wire has certain requirements. You 

must know the: 

 IP addresses of the source and destination 

 Hardware address of the source and next-hop router 
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An IP host can use either a manually entered destination IP address or the DNS to 

obtain a destination’s IP address. For example, if you type telnet 10.2.0.2, your system 

knows the destination IP address. If you use the command telnet fred; however, your 

system needs to resolve the name “fred” to an IP address. This is called the name 

resolution process. Chapter 7 covers DNS in detail. 

[[Insert UNF p. 175-1 here]] 

Telnet is not enabled by default in Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008. To find out 

how to enable telnet, go to 

http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/enabling-telnet-client-in-win

dows-7.aspx. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, before launching the ARP process, the IP host 

must know whether the destination is local or remote. Should the IP host be sending the 

packet directly to the desired destination, or should it send the packet to a local router? 

This is called the route resolution process. 

[[Insert Figure 4-12 here]] 

Once the route resolution process is completed, the IP host can begin the ARP process 

to locate the desired destination hardware address. 

The Route Resolution Processes 

The route resolution process enables an IP host to determine if the desired destination is 

local or remote. If the destination is remote, this process enables the IP host to 

determine the next-hop router. 

Local or Remote Destination? Upon determination of the IP address of the desired 

destination, the IP host compares the network portion of the destination address to its 

own local network address. 
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In our example, Fred’s IP address is 10.2.0.2. The local IP host (Client A) has the IP 

address 10.1.0.1, with the subnet mask 255.255.0.0. Consider the following: 

1. The source IP address is 10.1.0.1. 

2. The source IP mask is 255.255.0.0. 

3. The local network number is 10.1.0.0. 

4. Fred’s IP address is 10.2.0.2. 

5. Fred’s network address does not have matching network bits with the source IP 

network. 

6. Because Fred’s network address differs from the local network address, Fred is 

remote from the source. 

7. The source must go through a router to reach Fred. 

8. The source needs the hardware address of the router. 

9. The source examines its routing tables. 

10. The source transmits an ARP for the interface of the router’s hardware address. 

If Remote, Which Router? Now that the local IP host knows that the destination is 

remote, the IP host must determine the hardware address of the appropriate router for 

the packet. Remember that hardware addresses are used only to get packets from one IP 

host on a network to another IP host on the same network. The router receives a packet 

addressed to its hardware address, strips off the data link header, examines the Network 

layer header to determine how to route the packet, and then reapplies a data link header 

to move the packet along on the next network. 

The IP host looks in its local routing tables to determine if it has a route entry for the 

target. There are two types of route table entries: a host route entry and a network 

route entry. A host entry matches the entire 4 bytes of the destination address and 

indicates the local router that can forward packets to the desired destination. A network 
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entry indicates that a route to the destination network is known but that a route to the 

individual host is not known. This is typically sufficient because the router closest to 

the destination is responsible for getting the packet to the destination host. 

It is common to refer to all the routing entries as equal in preference; however, the 

sending host will select the entry that has the longest matching bits. For example, an 

entry that matches 32 bits of the desired destination with a 32-bit mask will be preferred 

to an entry that matches only 24 bits of the desired destination with a 24-bit mask. 

If neither a host entry nor a network entry is listed, the IP host checks for a default 

gateway entry. To summarize, the local host examines its own routing table for a 

host-specific route, then a network-specific route, then (if both of those fail) a default 

gateway route. 

The default gateway offers a default route—a path of blind faith. Because the IP host 

does not have a route to the destination, it sends the packet to the default gateway and 

just hopes the default gateway can figure out what to do with the packet. 

Regardless of whether a packet is sent to the default route (default gateway) or to a 

specific route located in the host’s routing tables, the receiving gateway typically does 

one of the following: 

 Forwards the packet (if there is a route to the destination) 

 Sends an ICMP reply, called an ICMP redirect, that points to another local router 

that has the best route to the destination 

 Sends an ICMP reply indicating that it’s unclear where to send the packet—that is, 

the destination is unreachable 

If the destination is remote and a source or interface handling the datagram knows a 

next-hop router or default gateway that can forward the packet, the source must use 

ARP to resolve the hardware address of the next-hop router or default gateway. 
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Naturally, the source checks its ARP cache first. If the information does not exist in 

cache, the source sends an ARP broadcast to get the hardware address of the next-hop 

router. 

If IP hosts cannot communicate with each other, you can use a protocol analyzer to 

determine what went wrong. Perhaps one of the following faults occurred: 

 The IP host can ARP only for IP hosts that are local but the destination is remote. 

(Check the source subnet mask and the destination’s IP address.) 

 The destination is local but not replying to the ARP because it is not completely 

functional. (A duplicate IP address was detected, or the destination is simply 

down.) 

 The IP address the source received from a name resolution process, such as DNS, 

is incorrect. (No IP host is using the desired IP address.) 

It is not uncommon for problems to occur in the route resolution process. In Figure 4-13, 

we see that the subnet mask placed on the source host is 255.0.0.0. When we place this 

mask on the destination IP address 10.2.12.4, it implies that the destination is local to 

the source (on the same network: 10.0.0.0). The source begins to ARP for the hardware 

address that is associated with 10.2.12.4. 

[[Insert Figure 4-13 here]] 

Will 10.2.12.4 answer? No. Routers do not forward ARP broadcasts, and no one else on 

the source’s network is set up to reply on behalf of that IP host. 

When you look at communications at the packet level, you can find the definitive 

answers to these questions—unlike blind troubleshooting, where you simply guess at 

the solution until one works out. 

How IPv4 and IPv6 Differ 
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The basic function of IPv6 is the same as IPv4: to reliably send information from one 

network node to another across a path, with the information being forwarded by routers. 

In order to build an IPv6 packet, the source node needs to know the same information: 

the destination’s address and the link-layer address of the next-hop router. Rather than 

ARP, the IPv6 node uses NDP to discover the link-layer address of the next-hop router 

by sending a Router Solicitation message as a multicast message. The source node 

essentially asks what IPv6 address prefix or prefixes are used on the network segment 

and asks for the addresses of the default routers servicing the segment. The next-hop 

router responds with a Router Advertisement message containing its link-layer address. 

Figure 4-14 shows the basics of a Router Solicitation and Router Advertisement 

exchange. 

[[Insert Figure 4-14 here]] 

In addition, the source node needs to know the largest size or MTU of packets that can 

be supported on the proposed path between the source and destination, because IPv6 

packets cannot be fragmented by routers, as IPv4 packets can. The NDP protocol is 

used by the source node for PMTU Discovery to establish a proposed network path 

between the source and destination. This process discovers the Link MTU along the 

path with the most restricted or smallest MTU value. The source node then sets the 

MTU of its packets to that size prior to transmission. Should the Link MTU become 

smaller anywhere along the path, the forwarding node at that point will send a “Packet 

Too Big” ICMPv6 message. The source node responds by reducing the MTU value of 

its packets and resending the message. This process will be repeated until the entire 

message is successfully received by the destination node. 

For IPv4, the source node must determine if the route to the destination node is local or 

if it must be routed. For IPv6, the source node uses PMTU Discovery, even if it believes 
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it is directly connected to the destination node across a local link. For IPv6, it is all but 

irrelevant if the message is being sent locally or across a router, because the same 

discovery process is employed. 

IPv6 uses multicasts rather than broadcasts. When IPv4 nodes send a broadcast 

message, all nodes on the local link must listen to the message to determine if it is 

meant for them, interrupting their network activities. IPv6 multicast messages use 

different addresses based on different functions, so most of the computers on the link 

will ignore the multicast rather than interrupt their network activities to attend to the 

message. In the case of a Router Solicitation, only routers need to listen for this 

particular multicast message, based on the IPv6 address prefix reserved for routers. 

Both IPv4 and IPv6 network nodes can also discover the default router on the local link 

through a static configuration set on the node or via dynamic assignment. However, in 

the case of the IPv6 nodes, the NDP Router Solicitation/Advertisement exchange 

makes either a static or dynamic configuration of the default router’s address on the 

node unnecessary, because NDP discovery exchanges occur by default. IPv6 routers 

also routinely send Router Advertisements on links that are local to the router using an 

IPv6 prefix in the multicast that is reserved only for IPv6 network nodes (as opposed to 

routers or other devices on the network). The IPv6 node can wait for the next 

advertisement but will send a Router Solicitation to speed up the process. 

IPv4 and IPv6 nodes both need to know the IP address of one or more DNS servers for 

name resolution. Like an IPv4 node, an IPv6 computer can be configured with the 

addresses of the local DNS servers either through static or dynamic (DHCPv6) 

configuration. DHCPv6 can also provide the network node with the DNS domain name. 

Either Stateful or Stateless DHCPv6 can be used; however, stateless DHCP is more 

useful with stateless autoconfiguration. 
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Lifetime of an IP Datagram 

Each IP packet has a predefined lifetime indicated in its Time to Live (TTL) field (for 

IPv4) or its Hop Limit field (for IPv6). This ensures that packets cannot indefinitely 

circle a looped internetwork. Although routing protocols attempt to prevent loops and 

the best routes are chosen when forwarding packets, there may be times when a link is 

reconfigured or temporarily shut down. In this case, the network may have a temporary 

loop. 

The recommended starting TTL value is 64. The default TTL in Windows Server 2008, 

Windows Vista, and Windows 7 is 128, which is unusually high for a TTL. The TTL 

value is formally defined as a number of seconds. In actual practice, however, the TTL 

value is implemented as a hop count. Each time a packet is forwarded by a router, the 

router must decrement the TTL field by 1. Switches and hubs do not decrement the TTL 

value; they do not look at the Network layer of the packet. 

If a packet with TTL=1 arrives at a router, the router must discard the packet because it 

cannot decrement the TTL to 0 and forward the packet. 

If a packet with TTL=1 arrives at a host, what should the host do? Process the packet, of 

course. The hosts do not need to decrement the TTL value upon receipt. 

[[Insert UNF p. 181-1 here]] 

Chapter 5 explains how one troubleshooting utility, Traceroute, uses the TTL value and 

the timeout process to trace the end-to-end path through an internetwork. 

In Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, and Windows 7, you can set the default TTL 

for a host using the Default TTL Registry setting, as shown in Table 4-8. Another 

common method for handling this setting is when configuring DHCP lease terms on 

such a server; as with other settings accessible through DHCP, this offers a centralized 

way to manage this kind of protocol behavior. 
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[[Insert Table 4-8 here]] 

[[Insert UNF p. 181-2 here]] 

The location of the registry information for IPv6 is 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\TCPIP6\Paramet

ers. 

Fragmentation and Reassembly 

IP fragmentation enables a larger packet to be automatically fragmented by a router into 

smaller packets to cross a link that supports a smaller MTU, such as an Ethernet link. 

Once fragmented, however, no reassembly occurs until those fragments arrive at the 

destination, where they will be reassembled at the Network or Internet layer. The 

fragments will be recomposed into a complete TCP segment or UDP packet before 

being passed to the Transport layer; alternatively, an error message will be sent if 

reassembly isn’t successful. Thus, it’s safe to say that IP handles fragmentation and 

defragmentation but hands off reassembly of TCP segments to TCP at the Transport 

layer. 

When a packet is fragmented, all fragments are given the same TTL value. If they take 

different paths through a network, they may end up at the destination with varying TTL 

values. However, when the first fragment arrives at the destination, the destination 

host begins counting down from the TTL value of that packet. All fragments must 

arrive before that timer expires, or the fragment set is considered incomplete and 

unusable. The destination sends an ICMP reply to the source stating that the packet’s 

lifetime has expired. 

Fragments are reassembled at the destination host. For example, if a router must 

fragment a 4,096-byte packet to forward the packet onto an Ethernet network that only 
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supports a 1,500-byte MTU, the router must perform the following tasks to properly 

fragment the packet: 

1. The router places the original packet’s IP header Identification field value in all 

three fragments. 

2. The router decrements the TTL value by 1 and places the new TTL value in each 

fragment. 

3. The router calculates the relative location of the fragmented data and includes that 

value in the Fragment Offset field of each fragment. 

4. The router sends each fragment off as a separate packet with a separate data link 

header and checksum calculation. 

Figures 4-15 through 4-17 show the first, middle, and last fragments of a fragment set. 

In Figure 4-16, the Fragment Offset value of 1480 indicates that it is not the first 

fragment of the set. It’s not the last fragment in the set either, as denoted by the More 

Fragments bit setting. 

[[Insert UNF p. 182-1 here]] 

This trace was obtained by forcing an IP host to fragment a large ICMP echo packet by 

using the following command: ping -1 5000 www.cisco.com. 

When the fragments arrive at the destination IP host, they are put back in order based on 

the Fragment Offset value contained in the IP header. 

[[Insert Figure 4-15 here]] 

Fragmentation has some ugly characteristics that make it undesirable traffic on a 

network. First, the fragmentation procedure takes processing time at the router or IP 

host that is fragmenting the packet. Second, all fragments must arrive before the 

expiration of the first-received fragment’s TTL timer. If one of the fragments does not 

arrive in time, the receiver sends an ICMP message type 11 (Time Exceeded) with a 

http://www.cisco.com/
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code 1 (Fragmentation Reassembly Time Exceeded). In this case, the IP host that sent 

the packet sends another single packet (fragmented again). On a network that is low on 

available bandwidth, the fragment retransmission process causes more traffic on the 

wire. 

[[Insert Figure 4-16 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-17 here]] 

Service Delivery Options 

In the early IP development days, the IP header was built to support two fields that 

would support a method for defining packet priority and route priority: the 

Precedence field and the Type of Service (TOS) field. These fields enabled an 

application or source TCP/IP stack to define its desired treatment as their packets were 

forwarded through a network. 

Over time, it became obvious to network administrators that allowing vendors to define 

the importance of their traffic was not the best idea. Neither was the idea of individually 

configuring systems for a higher priority. Through time, the Precedence and TOS fields 

have been set aside for more centralized, router-based QoS configurations. Network 

administrators could configure priorities at a router based on source or destination IP 

address, the application contained in the packets, and many other factors. 

As the Internet (and the TCP/IP stack) takes on more responsibility for commerce and 

corporate communications, people are always looking for ways to improve 

performance. Most recently, Differentiated Services (Diffserv) and Explicit 

Congestion Notification (ECN) have been suggested to improve IP-based traffic 

flows. 

Precedence 
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A router uses precedence to determine what packet to send when several packets are 

queued for transmission from a single-output interface. Some applications can be 

configured to support a higher precedence to receive high-priority treatment. 

There are eight levels of precedence. Level 0 is set for routine traffic that has no priority. 

Levels 1 through 5 are for prioritized traffic with a higher value, indicating a higher 

priority. Precedence Levels 6 and 7 are reserved for network and internetwork control 

packets. 

One example of precedence use is Voice over IP (VoIP). The precedence for VoIP 

traffic may be set to Level 5 to support VoIP real-time delivery needs and to ensure 

minimum delay and best possible voice/sound quality. 

Type of Service 

Routers use Type of Service (TOS) to select a routing path when there are multiple 

paths available. 

TOS functionality requires that the routing protocol being deployed understand and 

maintain varying views of the network based on the type of service possible. For 

example, a router must recognize that a satellite link is high delay because of the 

distance to the satellite. OSPF and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) are two examples 

of routing protocols that support multiple types of services. 

There are six possible types of services, as listed in Table 4-9. 

In versions of Windows prior to Windows 2000, you can set the default TOS for a host 

using the DefaultTOS Registry setting, as shown in Table 4-10. Only one of the TOS 

bits can be set at a time. Windows 2000 and later operating systems do not allow you to 

specify a default TOS setting. 

[[Insert Table 4-9 here]] 

[[Insert Table 4-10 here]] 
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The Registry entry is set in decimal for the entire TOS field. For example, to configure 

a host to use routine precedence and maximum reliability, you would set the 

DefaultTOS to 4 (00000100). 

RFC 1349 defines the use of IP TOS and suggests uses of the TOS functionality, as 

shown in Table 4-11. 

RFC 2474 (“Definition of the Differentiated Services Field [DS Field] in the IPv4 and 

IPv6 Header”), RFC 2475 (“An Architecture for Differentiated Services”), and RFC 

3168 (“The Addition of Explicit Congestion Notification [ECN] to IP”) offer a new use 

of the TOS field bits. 

These three RFCs, and a number of supplemental RFCs, suggest that the TOS and 

Precedence field bytes be replaced by a Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) 

field. 

Diffserv uses the DSCP value to enable routers to offer varying levels of service to 

traffic based on a marker placed in the DSCP field. The marker can be based on the 

source IP address or payload in the packet, or any other criteria, as desired by the 

network administrator. Diffserv offers more options and more flexibility through 

definition of a DSCP marker for traffic flow optimization than the old TOS and 

Precedence fields (which were limited to specific values, as defined earlier in this 

chapter). 

In addition, these RFCs suggest that 2 bits be reserved to indicate that source IP devices 

can identify and notify other IP devices of congestion along a link. 

[[Insert Table 4-11 here]] 

Because of the increased interest in Diffserv and congestion notification technology, 

some vendors now refer to the TOS/Precedence bit use as the “legacy precedence” bits. 

[[Insert UNF p. 186-1 here]] 
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Many analyzer vendors do not recognize or decode the 6-bit DSCP field as such; they 

still decode it as a Precedence field. 

Understanding IP Routing 

We start our discussion by explaining the routing table. This table is a database that 

lives in the memory of the router. Entries in this database are known as “routes” and 

consist of a network address, a “next hop” (routing jargon for the IP address of the next 

router in the path to the destination), various metrics, and vendor-specific information. 

A routing table is a compilation of information about all the networks that the router can 

reach. On small networks, this might be only a few entries. Most large enterprise 

networks, on the other hand, have several hundred entries in their routing tables. The 

biggest, of course, is the Internet. As of this writing, the routing tables of the Internet’s 

backbone routers contain well over 100,000 entries. 

Figure 4-18 shows an example of a small routing table from a Cisco router. In it, you 

can see that the network destinations are shown as IP addresses followed by a slash (/), 

for clarity, and a number that denotes the length of the subnet mask. For example, in the 

10th entry, 137.20.30.0/24 means the mask is 24 bits long, or 255.255.255.0. This entry 

has a next hop out of its Serial0 Interface of 137.20.25.2. Also notice the “O IA” in front 

of the route entry. This indicates that the route was learned via Open Shortest Path First 

(OSPF), discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

[[Insert Figure 4-18 here]] 

The routing table is used as follows: When a packet is received on a network interface, 

the router first must find out where the packet wants to go. To do so, the router reads the 

Destination Address field in the IP header and then looks in the Network field of its 

routing table for a match. If it finds a match, it sends the packet to the corresponding 

next hop, which is usually another router on a directly connected network. 
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[[Insert UNF p. 187-1 here]] 

It is important to understand that the methods used inside a router to forward packets 

may vary by manufacturer and are not standardized for any protocol. 

Now that you have a basic understanding of the routing table, we can begin to answer 

the question “How does the router know where to send packets?” 

How Entries Are Placed in the Routing Table 

A route entry can be placed in a routing table in three basic ways. 

The first way is through direct connection. For example, a router that is connected to 

networks 10.1.0.0/16 and 10.2.0.0/16 knows about both networks because its physical 

network interfaces reside on those subnets. 

The second way is through manual configuration. To do this, you log on to the router 

and use the menus or command line to define a network that it can reach, the next hop, 

and any metrics. You repeat this process for every network you want to reach. 

The manual configuration method has several advantages and disadvantages. The 

primary advantage is control. With static routes, you specify the exact configuration 

and it doesn’t change. Manual configuration is also very simple and secure, and the 

router immediately knows how to get to a network. The disadvantages are that on a 

large network you must type several hundred entries into each router; worse, any time a 

network changes, you must remember to go back to every single router on your network 

and make the appropriate change. As you can see in Figure 4-18, these tables can 

sometimes be confusing; it is easy to make mistakes and often extremely difficult to 

find them. 

The third way that an entry can be placed in a routing table is dynamically, by using a 

routing protocol. Routers use routing protocols to share information about the various 

networks on an internetwork. Thus, you simply configure the protocol on each router, 
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and the routers will convey Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) to 

each other. 

The advantages and disadvantages of routing protocols are the opposite of the manual 

ones. They’re much easier to maintain in a large environment, but they represent a point 

of failure that attackers can easily exploit. It can take a long time for a router on one side 

of an internetwork to learn about a network on the other side of an internetwork. More 

advanced routing protocols can be incredibly complex. Also, there is an inherent lack of 

control. For instance, if there are multiple paths to get to a network, the routing protocol 

will decide which one to take. You can, of course, tweak the metrics to make one path 

preferred, but you should completely understand the consequences of changes before 

you make them. 

Routing Protocols and Routed Protocols 

There are two types of protocols that cross an internetwork: routing protocols and 

routed protocols. Routing protocols are used to exchange routing information. Routing 

Information Protocol (RIP) and OSPF are routing protocols. (Recall that in our 

discussion of the route entry in Figure 4-18, the route was learned via OSPF.) 

Routed protocols are Layer 3 protocols that are used to get packets through an 

internetwork. IP is the routed protocol for the TCP/IP protocol suite. Upon receipt of a 

TCP/IP packet, routers strip off the data link header and examine the IP header to 

determine how to route the packet. 

[[Insert UNF p. 188-1 here]] 

Layer 3 switches are devices that can perform switching based on the MAC address and, 

when necessary, examine the Network layer header to make routing decisions. In 

essence, Layer 3 switches are a cross between a switch and a router. 

Grouping Routing Protocols 
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There are two primary ways to group routing protocols, which help achieve routing 

efficiencies and minimize external needs for internal networking details. 

The first grouping is an administrative one. When organizations began to connect to the 

Internet, they quickly realized that because the designs and philosophies of one 

company were often incompatible with another company’s, they needed a way to 

extract this information. The solution was to create routing domains, or autonomous 

systems, which we’ll define later. Thus, each organization can have complete control 

over its own routing domain, allowing it to set appropriate security and 

performance-tuning policies without affecting other organizations. The routing 

protocols used inside a routing domain are called interior gateway protocols (IGPs), 

and the routing protocols used to connect these routing domains are known as exterior 

gateway protocols (EGPs). 

The second way to group routing protocols is by the method they use to communicate. 

The two primary “flavors” employed by routing protocols are distance vector and 

link-state. We discuss them next. 

Distance Vector Routing Protocols There are several distance vector routing 

protocols in use today. The most popular by a wide margin is RIP, followed by a Cisco 

proprietary protocol called Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP). Border 

Gateway Protocol (BGP) also is a distance vector routing protocol. These protocols 

have several characteristics in common that distinguish them from link-state protocols. 

The primary distinction is that they periodically broadcast their entire routing tables to 

all neighbors. This is done in conjunction with timers so that, when a router receives a 

list of networks from a neighbor, it installs them in its routing table and sets a timer. If 

the timer expires before the router receives another broadcast update, it removes the 

routes from its routing table. This means that the time it takes for a network to 
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converge—to reach the point where all routers on the network have an accurate, stable 

routing table—is a function of this timer. For instance, if a router advertises a network 

to a neighbor and then a change occurs that results in the network no longer being 

available, the neighbor still forwards packets to this defunct network until the timer 

expires. If there are several routers between these two, the convergence time can 

quickly turn into several minutes. 

The second major distinction of distance vector routing protocols is that they “route by 

rumor.” If you have three routers, where Router A is connected to Router B and Router 

B is connected to Router C, Router A will send a message to Router B that says, “I have 

a route to Network 1.” When Router B receives that message, it sends a message to 

Router C that says, “I have a route to Network 1” instead of “Router A has a route to 

Network 1, and I have a route to Router A.” This sounds harmless enough until you 

realize that Router C doesn’t know that Router A exists. It only knows that Router B 

can get to Network 1. This lack of complete information can cause several problems, 

which we’ll discuss in detail later. 

Also, a distance vector routing protocol shares information about how far away all 

networks are to the destination. Routing decisions are based on how far away networks 

are in distance—not the amount of time it takes to get to the destination, and they are 

considered quite “chatty” (which means they send more data than is necessary over the 

network) and inefficient. 

In Figure 4-19, the following steps are taken to set up the routing tables on the three 

routers (A, B, and C). 

1. Each router boots up and defines its own distance vector as 0. 

2. Each router calculates a cost for its distance to each connected link. In this 

example, we assume that the cost is calculated as 1 for each hop. 
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3. Each router announces its distance vector information, which defines network 

reachability on all directly connected links. For example, Router A states that it 

is 0 hops to Networks 1 and 2, Router B states that it is 0 hops from Networks 2 

and 3, and Router C states that it is 0 hops from Networks 3 and 4. 

4. Upon receipt of this information from other routers, each router updates its 

routing table to reflect the new distance vector information. For example, in 

Figure 4-19 Router B learns of Network 1 from Router A’s broadcast, Router B 

realizes it is 1 hop away from Network 1, and Router C realizes that it is 2 hops 

away from Network 1. If a device on Network 4 wants to communicate with a 

device on Network 1, it must cross three routers; the device itself is 3 hops away 

from Network 1. 

5. Upon receipt of new route information, the routers send routing update 

information to other directly connected networks. This is called a triggered 

update. For example, Router B sends new route information to Network 2 after 

it receives new route information from Router C. After receiving information 

from Router A, Router B sends new route information to Network 3. 

6. Distance vector routers periodically broadcast or multicast their route 

information on directly connected links. This is called a periodic update. 

[[Insert Figure 4-19 here]] 

Routing Loops One of the most difficult challenges in automating the routing process 

is preventing routing loops. There are many different kinds of routing loops, but the 

simplest example of a routing loop occurs when one router believes the best path to a 

network is through a second router and, at the same time, the second router believes the 

best path to that network is through the first router. These two routers will pass a packet 
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destined for the network in question back and forth until the Time to Live (TTL) on the 

packet expires. 

For example, on the network depicted in Figure 4-19, consider what happens when 

Router C goes down—the route to Network 4 is gone. Router B (which is 1 hop away 

from Network 4) does not assume that the only path to Network 4 is gone. It thinks that 

Router A still has a path to Network 4 (although it is 2 hops away). Router B 

recalculates its distance vector information and adds a metric of 1 to the distance to 

Network 4. Router B now believes that Network 4 is 3 hops away going through Router 

A. Upon receipt of this information, Router A recalculates its distance to Network 4. 

Router A now believes it is 4 hops away from Network 4. Upon hearing this new 

calculation, Router B recalculates its routing table again. This process continues to 

infinity—well, not really, but you get the point. 

Loop-Avoidance Schemes The method that distance vector protocols use to prevent 

packets from endlessly circulating around a routing loop is called counting to infinity. 

By defining “infinity” as a certain number of hops away (e.g., 16 for RIP), the protocol 

is essentially saying “Any route with a hop count of 16 is unreachable,” so packets to 

that network will be dropped instead of forwarded. Although this doesn’t prevent 

routing loops, it does limit damage when they occur. The downside is that an artificial 

limit is placed on the size of your network. The network diameter cannot be more than 

15 hops. 

Routers examine the IP header TTL field to determine if the packet can be processed for 

forwarding or if it should be discarded because it is too old. Whereas one technology 

(counting to infinity) defines the distance away for routes, the TTL field is used to 

define the remaining lifetime of a packet. 
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Another loop-avoidance scheme in distance vector routing protocols is split horizon. 

Split horizon simply prevents a router from advertising a network on the same interface 

from which it learned that network. Another feature often coupled with split horizon is 

called poison reverse. Poison reverse is a method of “poisoning a route” to indicate 

that you cannot get there. We cover split horizon and poison reverse in more detail in 

the “Routing Characteristics” section later in this chapter. 

Link-State Routing Protocols Link-state routing protocols differ from distance 

vector routing protocols in two primary ways. The first is that they do not route by 

rumor. Each router generates information about only its directly connected links, and 

these are passed around the entire network so every router in the area has an identical 

view of the network topology. The routers then individually run an algorithm known as 

the Dijkstra algorithm to determine the optimal path through the internetwork. 

The second major difference is that they do not periodically broadcast their entire tables. 

Link-state protocols build adjacencies with neighboring routers, and after an initial full 

exchange of information, they send only an update when a link state changes (e.g., goes 

“up” or “down”). This update occurs almost immediately after the change occurs, so 

unlike a distance vector protocol, the link-state protocol does not have to wait until a 

timer expires. Thus, the convergence time for link-state protocols is relatively short. 

This saves not only significant time but bandwidth as well because neighbors send only 

tiny Hello packets at short intervals to make sure the neighbor remains reachable. Only 

Hello packets are sent instead of complete routing tables. 

Link-state routing uses the following process: 

1. Link-state routers meet their neighbor routers through a process called the Hello 

process. 
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2. Each router builds and transmits a link-state advertisement (LSA) that contains 

the list of its neighbors and the cost to cross the network to each of those neighbors. 

Costs are typically based on fixed values that are calculated based on link 

bandwidth. 

3. As these LSAs are propagated through the network and received by other routers, 

each router builds a picture of the network. 

4. Link-state routers convert that picture into a forwarding table. They sort this table 

according to the lowest cost route. This table is used to determine how packets 

should be forwarded through the router. 

5. Link-state routers periodically multicast summaries of their link-state databases on 

directly connected links. 

6. If a receiving router does not have certain route information or detects that its 

information is out of date, that router can request updated information. 

Figure 4-20 shows a link-state network. In this configuration, Routers A, B, and C 

discover each other by sending and receiving Hello packets on Network 1. The 

information received in these Hello packets is used to build an adjacencies database. 

Next, the routers create LSAs that describe their directly connected networks. The 

routers “flood” these LSAs to their neighbors by sending all the LSAs that each has to 

all neighbor routers. Those neighbor routers continue passing the LSAs along to their 

neighbors until every router on Network 1 has a copy of all LSAs. 

[[Insert Figure 4-20 here]] 

After this process is complete, each router knows exactly what Network 1 looks like, 

and each router independently runs a link-state algorithm to determine the correct path 

to each network. Because all routers use the same algorithm and have the same 
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information, they all reach the same conclusions about what path is best, eliminating 

routing loops. 

The process described previously is particular to the most popular link-state protocol, 

OSPF. Other link-state protocols, such as Intermediate System-Intermediate System 

(IS-IS), which is popular in Europe, and AppleTalk Update-based Routing Protocol 

(AURP), which is used for routing AppleTalk, behave in roughly the same manner, 

although their terminology is often quite different. 

Routing Characteristics 

When designing or operating a routing hierarchy, it’s important to understand the 

characteristics of the networks involved and how they are interconnected. It’s also 

important to understand the requirements and limitations of the various routing 

protocols that may be in use on an internetwork. You will learn more about these issues 

throughout this chapter, but those topics receive particular emphasis in the sections that 

follow. 

Route Convergence 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, convergence is the process in which all the routers 

on the network recalculate the optimal paths after a change in the network. A network is 

usually said to be converged when all the routers know a loop-free path to get to all 

other networks. Ideally, a network should be in a converged state, in which all routers 

know the current networks available and their associated costs. This is true for both 

IPv4 and IPv6 networks. 

In each of the routing designs shown earlier, if Network 3 suddenly becomes 

unavailable, each router must learn about this so that it stops forwarding any packets 

destined to Network 3. (Note that the distance vector network converges more slowly 

than the link-state network.) 
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IPv4 Routing Mechanisms 

Routing mechanisms are used to help routers learn about paths to destinations. Usually, 

routers use multiple mechanisms to discover routes and build a routing table. Methods 

used by routers to discover routes include directly connected interfaces, default routes, 

dynamic routing methods, and static routing. 

Directly connected interfaces lead to paths that are local to the router, such as a gateway 

router being connected to a subnet of the internal network. Static routes are usually 

entered manually into the routing table and define a route to a specific IP address such 

as a next-hop router or an interface to be used when forwarding traffic to a particular 

destination. Default routing is typically used with network nodes and defines the route 

by which node traffic can leave the local subnet, usually via a gateway router. Dynamic 

routing involves the router learning about routes to different destinations both through 

directly connected interfaces and from other routers that are advertising their routes. 

Dynamic routing protocols in IPv4 include RIP, RIP2, EIGRP, OSPF, IS-IS, and BGP. 

[[Insert UNF p. 194-1 here]] 

IPv4 routing protocols will be covered in the “Routing Protocols” section later in this 

chapter. 

Routing loops are a specific network problem that occurs when a packet is routing 

through the same routers over and over again without resolution, until the packet’s TTL 

value reaches zero and it is dropped. In a worst-case scenario, routing loops can bring a 

network to a virtual standstill, inhibiting all network activity. Routing loops are 

typically observed in large internetworks when a change occurs in a network before the 

routers can arrive at convergence from a previous change. If not all routers can agree on 

the optimal routes to destinations, then routers will forward packets based on routing 

table information that does not agree with information in the tables of other routers. 
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This is sort of like Hansel and Gretel trying to find their way out of the forest by 

following multiple, conflicting bread crumb trails. 

There are a number of routing mechanisms that can be put in place to avoid routing 

loops. These methods usually address speeding up convergence or preventing routers 

from advertising paths back to their source. 

Split Horizon Split horizon is one of the methods devised to speed up the process of 

convergence and (in most cases) resolve the counting-to-infinity problem. Using the 

rule of split horizon, a router never advertises a path back out the same way the router 

learned about it. Figure 4-21 provides an example. In this figure, Router A learned 

about Network 3 from Router B, which advertised it as 1 hop away if you must go 

through Router B to get there. Router A adds its own cost of 1 hop and now updates its 

routing table to reflect that Network 3 is 2 hops away. Router A advertises this 

information to Network 1. According to the rules of split horizon, Router A is not 

permitted to advertise a path to Network 3 back the same way it learned about it. 

Poison Reverse Poison reverse is a technique for assigning costs to routes designed to 

prevent routing loops. When one router learns about a route or a set of routes from 

another router, it assigns those routes an infinite cost value so it will never end up 

advertising routes back to their sources. 

The routes B-A and B-C-B-C-A both define ways to get from B to A. C has no business 

advertising a route to B that goes through B. So, when C learns the route to A from B, it 

advertises back to B the route to A with an infinite metric. In other words, C tells B, “I 

can’t get to A, so don’t come this way.” The poison reverse technique prevents this kind 

of looping from happening (and also prevents further recursion of such loops because 

repeating already-visited links only makes the loop longer, yet still topologically 

equivalent). 
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Time to Live To ensure that packets cannot loop endlessly through a network, each 

packet has a Time to Live (TTL) value—defined in the Network layer header. As 

packets travel through an internetwork, routers examine the TTL value to determine 

whether the packet has enough life remaining to be forwarded. For example, when a 

packet arrives at a router with a TTL value of 8, the router decrements this TTL value to 

7 before forwarding it. If, however, a packet arrives with a TTL value of 1, the router 

cannot forward it because the Time to Live field cannot be decremented to 0 and 

forwarded. 

[[Insert Figure 4-21 here]] 

As you will learn in Chapter 5, routers transmit Internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP) Time Exceeded messages in response to expired packets. This permits 

information about reachability to be inferred in routers that receive such messages and 

provides a mechanism to manage routing information or compile hop counts. 

Multicast versus Broadcast Update Behavior Some routing protocols can use only 

broadcasts to distribute their routing updates. Others can use either broadcasts or 

multicasts for their periodic updates. Broadcasts, of course, cannot traverse routers. 

Routers can be configured to forward multicasts, however. 

There are two versions of RIP. Version 1 sends broadcast updates. Version 2, which 

supports nondefault subnet masks (see Chapter 2 for variable-length subnet mask 

[VLSM] information), can send multicast updates. OSPF also can send multicasts. 

ICMP Router Advertisements Some routers can be configured to send periodic ICMP 

Router Advertisement packets. These periodic ICMP Router Advertisements do not 

mean that ICMP is a routing protocol. They simply allow hosts to learn passively about 

available routes. 
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These unsolicited ICMP Router Advertisements are sent periodically to the all-hosts 

multicast address 224.0.0.1. The advertisements typically include the IP address of the 

router that sent the ICMP Router Advertisement packet. The router also includes a 

lifetime value to indicate how long the receiving host should keep the route entry. 

For more information on ICMP Router Advertisements, refer to RFC 1256, “ICMP 

Router Discovery Messages.” 

Black Holes A black hole occurs on a network when ICMP is turned off and a router 

discards packets without sending any notification about its actions. Because the sender 

doesn’t receive notification indicating its packets were discarded, it continues to 

retransmit until it times out—that action depends on the behaviors and timeouts 

associated with upper-layer protocols, in fact. As an example of such behavior, if the 

communication is TCP based, the TCP layer retransmits the packet and awaits an ACK 

response. 

There are many types of routers that create black holes. A specific example of a black 

hole router is shown in Figure 4-22. In this example, Router B is a Path Maximum 

Transmission Unit black hole router (referred to as a PMTU black hole router). The 

4352 PMTU packet, which is oversized, arrives at the router, but this router does not 

support PMTU discovery; it also does not send an ICMP reply to the sending node 

indicating the PMTU value supported for the next hop. It just discards the packets. 

Areas, Autonomous Systems, and Border Routers To reduce the number of entries 

in the link-state database, OSPF utilizes areas, which are groups of contiguous 

networks. The OSPF specification defines the need for a backbone area, Area 0 (also 

written in IP address format as Area 0.0.0.0). All other areas must be connected directly 

to this area (although there is some allowance for special tunneled connections). The 

routers that connect these areas are called area border routers (ABRs). These ABRs 
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can summarize routing information before sending link-state packets to other networks. 

Figure 4-23 depicts a network that uses multiple areas. 

[[Insert Figure 4-22 here]] 

In this example, Area 1 consists of three variable-length subnets, based on CIDR 

addressing. Instead of advertising all three subnets, Router A summarizes these three 

networks into a single entry—10.1.0.0/16. Router B needs only a single route entry that 

summarizes all three networks. Likewise, Area 2 consists of three networks that can be 

summarized as 10.2.0.0/16. 

Extremely large networks can be broken down into regions called autonomous 

systems (ASs), which are groups of routers under a single administrative authority. 

Although individual autonomous systems were designed to operate independently of 

other ASs, sometimes it’s helpful to break a network into multiple ASs, where they’re 

all under the same control. An example of multiple ASs under centralized control is 

when one company acquires another and the networks may be owned by the same 

company and controlled by the same team, but it could take many months to merge 

them. In the meantime, they can be connected as separate ASs using an exterior 

gateway protocol. 

All routers inside an AS use one or more interior gateway protocols to support internal 

routing. RIP and OSPF are examples of interior gateway protocols. 

To connect ASs, routers use exterior gateway protocols (EGPs). The Border Gateway 

Protocol is an example of an EGP. 

[[Insert Figure 4-23 here]] 

The routers that connect autonomous systems are called autonomous system border 

routers (ASBRs). 

IPv6 Routing Considerations 
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How will routers change under IPv6? The short answer is, not much. This seems 

surprising until you realize that IPv6 was designed in very large part to solve routing 

problems encountered during the most explosive growth of the IPv4 Internet. IPv6 was 

designed from the ground up with routing efficiency and throughput in mind. 

The structure of aggregatable global unicast addresses virtually builds the advantages 

of CIDR into the IPv6 protocol’s native address space. The IPv6 header, the option 

headers, and the way in which they all fit together to form an IPv6 packet are all 

designed to optimize router performance. 

Many of the same routing approaches familiar to IPv4, such as RIP, BGP-4, and OSPF, 

can make the transition to IPv6 with only minor changes. In many ways, the most 

important upgrades to these protocols are new provisions for 128-bit IPv6 addresses. 

From top to bottom and side to side, IPv6 is designed to reduce the workload of Internet 

routers. Experience with IPv4 has shown that there are significant routing advantages to 

be gained when the address space matches the actual network topology. The allocation 

schemes for IPv6 addresses attempt to build in as much aggregatability as possible 

without unduly “tyrannizing” users. As the debate stands today, it seems that occasional 

network renumbering may be the price to pay for efficient routing, particularly when 

using the vast new address space that IPv6 provides. IPv6 support for autoconfiguration 

takes some of the sting out of this requirement. Another effort to reduce network 

administration costs is the way in which nodes “discover” their own environments, as 

covered in the following section. 

IPv6 Routing Mechanisms 

Routing in IPv6 networks performs the same function as in IPv4 networks: faciliating 

traffic from different network nodes across different network segments using routers. 

Network hosts and routers are responsibile for determining routes from source to 
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destination. Routes can be general routes that potentially lead to all destinations on and 

off the local network segment, or they can be default routes to local nodes and to the 

default gateway that leads off of the local segment. 

Routing mechanisms are those processes by which a router learns about network paths 

that lead to destinations. In the case of IPv6 network routing, network nodes must use 

PMTU Discovery to determine an arbitrary route to its destination prior to sending its 

packets on the local link. This mechanism includes determining the default router that 

leads off the local network segment, but routes can be dynamic and change after the 

network node completes its initial discovery process. Router Advertisement messages 

assist network nodes in determining default routes, but router configuration requires 

more complex methods. 

Routing mechanisms are used by routers to help them build and update routing tables, 

and no one mechanism is used exclusively. The following sections describe IPv6 

routing mechanisms. Dynamic routing protocols in IPv6 include RIPng, EIGRPv6, 

OSPFv3, IS-IS for IPv6, and BGP for IPv6. 

IPv6 Routing Table Entry Types Both network nodes and routers maintain routing 

When a node, whether a computer or a router, receives a packet, it examines the 

destination address in the packet’s header, but before checking the routing table, it 

checks its destination cache to see if there is a match to the address for the packet’s 

destination. If no match exists, the node checks its routing table and attempts to 

determine the next-hop interface, which is the interface the router will use to forward 

the packet, and the next-hop IPv6 address. The next-hop IPv6 address can be the 

address of a node on the same network link that is directly connected to the router 

(direct delivery), or it can be the address of the next-hop router when the destination is 

not on the local link (indirect delivery). Once the next-hop interface and next-hop 
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destination are arrived at, the router updates its destination cache and then forwards the 

packet. Subsequent packets arriving at the router will be forwarded by consulting the 

routing cache rather than the routing table. 

[[Insert Figure 4-24 here]] 

IPv6 routing tables can store the routing table types shown in Table 4-12. 

[[Insert Table 4-12 here]] 

Each IPv6 routing table contains specific fields, as shown in Table 4-13. 

IPv6 Route Determination Process In order to determine which entry in its routing 

table the device should select as its forwarding decision, the IPv6 router performs a 

specific set of steps. The router compares the bits in the address prefix for each entry in 

its routing table to the identical bits in the destination address of the packet, looking for 

the number of bits in the prefix length of the route. If all the bits match between the 

destination address and a particular route entry, that route is the correct destination for 

the packet. There may be multiple matches because more than one route can lead to the 

destination address for the packet. 

[[Insert Table 4-13 here]] 

Assuming there are multiple routes that lead to the correct destination address, the 

router creates a list of all matching routes and then chooses the route with the largest 

prefix length. This is the route that matches the greatest number of high-order bits in the 

destination address, which means it’s the most direct route to the destination. It’s 

possible for more than one route to have the same prefix address. In this case, the route 

selects the lowest metric value to select the best route. If more than one route matches 

the same prefix address and the lowest metric value, the IPv6 routing determination 

algorithm chooses the specific routing table entry to use to forward the packet. 
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For any specific destination, a IPv6 router using the procedure just described finds 

routes that match a packet’s destination address in this order: 

1. The host route that matches the entire destination address 

2. The network route that has the longest address prefix length matching the 

destination address 

3. The default route, which has the network prefix ::/0 

Once the route determination process is complete, the router selects the path from the 

routing table and determines the next-hop interface and address and forwards the packet. 

If no route can be determined by the sending network node, IPv6 assumes the 

destination is on the local link. If the router can find no route, it sends an ICMPv6 

“Destination Unreachable-No Route to Destination” message back to the sending host 

and then drops the packet. 

How Strong and Weak Hosts Behave Although it is typical for routers to have 

multiple network interfaces, PCs on the network can also be multihomed (have more 

than one network interface). This allows the node to be physically connected to more 

than one network segment or network type, such as an intranet and the Internet. This 

also represents a security issue because multihomed nodes are more vulnerable to 

external attack and can allow an Internet intruder access to the nodes internal network. 

RFC 1122 is the original specification describing the Weak and Strong Host models for 

multihomed network nodes, but this RFC has since been updated by several others, 

including RFC 1349, RFC 4379, RFC 5884, RFC 6093, and RFC 6298. This 

specification describes a node that is multihomed, that is not acting as a router, and that 

is only unicast IP traffic. Although the original RFC 1122 specification was written for 

IPv4, the Weak and Strong Host models apply to multihomed IPv6 nodes as well. 

During the process of IPv6 adoption, there will be a significant period of time when 
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IPv4 and IPv6 will coexist in a single network infrastructure. It won’t be uncommon for 

a node to have two network interfaces: one for IPv4 and the other for IPv6. 

Weak and Strong Hosts use different behaviors to determine when and how unicast 

traffic is sent and received and whether it must be associated with the network interface 

on which the traffic traverses. They also behave differently in how securely or 

insecurely services are maintained on computer hosts. 

Weak Host send behavior is when an IP node, either IPv4 or IPv6, can send packets on 

an interface that is not set as the source IP address for those packets. Weak Host receive 

behavior is when the host can also receive packets on an interface not set as the 

destination IP address for the received packet. Weak Host behaviors can make the 

network node vulnerable to attack, particularly if the computer has two network 

interfaces, with one interface connected to the Internet and the other attached to the 

internal or local network. With Weak Host behaviors enabled on both interfaces, the 

host can send packets from the externally facing interface on the internally facing 

interface, assuming its firewall rules permit this behavior. 

From the internal network’s point of view, network traffic originating from the Internet 

will appear as if it is coming from the internal network. An external intruder can use this 

condition to send traffic to the node’s externally facing interface to attack services on 

the node’s internal network. Setting appropriate firewall rules on the node’s 

Internet-facing interface will help, but a continued vulnerability of internal services 

accessible by the node still exists. Weak Host behavior makes network connectivity 

easier but compromises security. 

Strong Host sending and receiving behavior dictates that an interface with a specific 

address can only send and receive packets with the interface’s address as the source or 

destination. That is, in the Weak Host example, the Internet-facing interface could not 
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receive a packet addressed to the internally facing interface. It also couldn’t send a 

packet from the Internet-facing interface with the internally facing interface as the 

source IP address. This improves network security because an external intruder cannot 

send a malicious packet to the node’s external interface addressed to the internally 

facing interface in order to attack network services. Any packets being received on one 

interface that are addressed to another interface on a multihomed strong host are 

dropped, without the need to configure firewall rules on those interfaces (although 

setting up appropriate firewall rules is still a good idea). 

Strong Host model behavior may not be the best choice for some network connectivity 

types. For instance, some load-balancing activities work better with Weak Host 

behaviors. They can send and receive traffic on any interface, so the traffic can be sent 

to any other interface for faster connections. 

[[Insert UNF p. 201-1 here]] 

Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 support strong host sending 

and receiving behavior on all network interfaces in both IPv4 and IPv6 by default. The 

exception is Teredo tunneling interfaces for a Teredo host-specific relay, which uses 

weak host sending and receiving. 

RFC 3484 defines two algorithms that offer a standard method of choosing IPv4 and 

IPv6 source and destination addresses with which to attempt network connections. The 

first algorithm is used to choose the best source address for the destination address, and 

the second algorithm sorts the list of possible destination addresses in order of 

preference. Strong Host algorithms result in a list of possible source addresses made up 

of unicast addresses assigned to the sending interface for the destination address. Weak 

Host send behaviors compile a list of addresses that can include addresses assigned to 

any interface that has weak Weak Host sending enabled. For more information, go to 
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www.ietf.org and look up RFC 3484, “Default Address Selection for Internet Protocol 

version 6 (IPv6),” and RFC 5220, “Problem Statement for Default Address Selection in 

Multi-Prefix Environments: Operational Issues of RFC 3484 Default Rules.” 

The IPv6 Delivery Process, End to End With some understanding of how the various 

IPv6 routing considerations are managed, the following section describes the process of 

sending and receiving a packet on an IPv6 network, from source to destination. In 

summary, the source node sends a packet to either a router or to the final destination if 

the destination is on the same local link. If sent to a router, the packet is forwarded to 

either another router or to its final destination if the node is on a link directly attached to 

the first-hop router. When received by the destination node, the packet transfers its data 

to the desired application on the computer. The details about the end-to-end delivery 

process being described provides a simple example where the IPv6 packet does not 

possess extension headers. 

IPv6 Source Node In general, the host uses the following set of steps to send a packet to 

an arbitrary destination. The following steps illustrate the NDP discovery process as a 

computer creates a message for a destination network node. 

1. Specify the value in the Hop Limit field. 

2. Check the destination cache for an entry matching the destination address. 

3. If a match is found between the cache and the destination address, the node gets the 

next-hop address and interface index and then proceeds to check the neighbor 

cache. 

4. If a match isn’t found in the destination cache, check the IPv6 routing table. 

5. If no route is found, then the location of the destination node is on the same local 

link. The source node sets the next-address field value to the destination address, 

chooses the sending network interface, and then updates the destination cache. 

http://www.ietf.org/
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6. Use PMTU discovery to check the path for the smallest link MTU size, and then set 

the packet size to match the smallest link. 

7. Check the neighbor cache, which contains neighboring IPv6 addresses and the 

host’s MAC addresses, to see if it contains an entry matching the destination 

address; if it does, send the packet using the link-layer address found in the 

neighbor cache. 

8. If the neighbor cache doesn’t contain a matching entry, send a Router Solitication 

message to request the link-layer address of the next-hop router, and upon receiving 

the Router Advertisement message from the next-hop router, use that address to 

send the packet. 

[[Insert UNF p. 203-1 here]] 

In the event that address resolution using Router Solicitation fails, an error will be 

logged. 

IPv6 Router Once the IPv6 router receives the packet sent by the source node, it will go 

through this series of steps to forward the packet to an arbitrary unicast or anycast 

destination address: 

1. Upon receiving the packet, the router performs error checks to verify that the packet 

header fields contain the expected values, including verifying that the packet’s 

destination address matches a router interface. 

2. The router decrements the value in the Hop Limit field by 1 and, if the value is less 

than 0, drops the packet and sends an ICMPv6 “Time Exceeded-Hop Limit 

Exceeded in Transit” message to the source node. 

3. The router checks its destination cache to see if an entry exists matching the packet 

header’s destination address, and if a match is found, it gets the address of the 

next-hop router or node and the interface, then verifies that the MTU size of the 
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next link is equal to or greater than the MTU size of the packet. (An ICMPv6 

“Packet Too Big” error message is sent to the source node if the packet’s MTU 

value is too large, and the packet is dropped.) 

4. If no match is found in the destination cache, the router checks its routing table for 

the longest matching route to the destination address, and if one is found, gets the 

address index and interface for forwarding the packet. (If no entry is found, an 

ICMPv6 “Destination Unreachable-No Route to Destination” message is sent to the 

source node, and the packet is dropped.) 

5. When a match is found, the router updates its destination cache and then checks the 

MTU size of the next link against the packet’s MTU size, dropping the packet if its 

MTU is larger than the link and sending the appropriate message to the source node. 

6. The router then checks its neighbor cache for the next-hop address, and if one exists, 

it will acquire the next-hop node’s link-layer address; otherwise, it uses address 

resolution to get the next-hop node’s link-layer address, uses it to send the packet 

out the appropriate interface, and then updates its neighbor cache. 

IPv6 Destination Node Once the packet is received by the destination host, this series of 

steps is followed: 

1. When the destination node receives the IPv6 packet, it conducts a series of optional 

error checks to verify that the packet header fields contain the expected values, 

including verifying that the value in the destination address field matches the local 

host interface of the node. (If it doesn’t, the packet is dropped.) 

2. The destination node checks the packet header’s next header field to make sure it 

matches an application being used on the node. (If it doesn’t, the packet is dropped 

and an ICMPv6 “Parameter Problem-Unrecognized Next Header Type 

Encountered” message is sent to the source node.) 
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3. If the upper-layer protocol is either UDP or TCP, the node checks the destination 

port, and if an application exists for the port, the node processes the contents. 

4. If the upper-layer protocol is not UDP or TCP, the node passes the data to the 

appropriate protocol running on the node. 

5. If no application exists for the upper-layer protocol, the node sends an ICMPv6 

“Destination Unreachable - Port Unreachable” message to the source node and 

drops the packet. 

Multicast Listener Discovery in IPv6 

Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) is used by IPv6 routers to discover multicast 

listeners on any directly attached network link. It is similar to how Internet Group 

Management Protcol (IGMP) works in IPv6 except that it is embedded in ICMPv6 

rather than requiring a separate protocol. MLD was initially described in RFC 2710 

(MLD) and then updated in RFC 3810 (MLDv2). The specification for using IGMPv3 

and MLDv2 is described in RFC 4064. 

Understanding MLD and MLDv2 MLD enables each IPv6 router to discover nodes 

that want to receive multicast messages on links directly connected to the router. MLD 

allows the router to discover which of these addresses are of interest to neighboring 

network nodes, and this information is offered to any multicast routing protocol being 

used on the router. In this manner, multicast packets are reliably delivered to any links 

where receivers exist that want multicast packets. 

MLD specifies different behaviors for multicast nodes and routers because routers can 

also be multicast listeners. A router, if a multicast listener, will perform both the 

sending and listening parts of the protocol, which includes listening to and responding 

to its own MLD messages. If the router has more than one interface to the same link, 

MLD messages only need to be sent out to one of the interfaces; however, nodes that 
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are MLD listeners must listen on all their interfaces, assuming they possess more than 

one, and if an application or upper-layer protocol has used those interfaces to request 

mulicast information. 

MLDv2 updates the protocol to support source filtering or the ability of a node to 

request multicast packets from only one or more specific source addresses. This 

supports Source-Specific Multicast, described in RFC 3569. MLDv2 also allows a node 

to request multicast packets from an “all but” list, so that multicasts are received from 

all sending nodes except for a specific group of source IPv6 addresses. 

IPv6 Multicast Behaviors An IPv6 multicast is a method of sending a “one-to-many” 

message in real time, usually using ICMPv6 as the transport mechanism. IPv6 routers 

use MLD or MLDv2 to discover multicast listeners on links directly connected to the 

routers and to discover which multicast addresses are of interest to neighboring network 

nodes. 

For each of the router interfaces using MLD, the router must configure the interface to 

listen to all link-layer multicast addresses that are created by IPv6 multicasts, such as a 

router attached to an Ethernet link configuring the interface to accept all multicast 

addresses starting with the value 3333 in hexadecimal. If the interface is unable to 

provide filtering services, it is set to accept all Ethernet multicast addresses. 

Routers can be Querier or Non-Querier routes, with only one Querier on any given local 

link. The link’s Querier periodically sends a query on the link, soliciting reports of all 

multicast addresses on the link in order to discover which nodes are members of a 

multicast group. Nodes, which can include routers, are receivers of queries that send 

report messages to the Querier informing it of their multicast group membership. Any 

set of Queriers and nodes that receives multicast data streams from the same source is 
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defined as a multicast group. The MLD reports are used by nodes to join and exit from 

a multicast group. 

Once the router starts receiving MLD reports from interested nodes, it builds a routing 

topology using either link-state or distance vector routing mechanisms. Network nodes 

use the IGMP protocol to manage their multicast group memberships and to “talk” to 

the local multicast routers. 

Multicast messages can be sent by a node to a specific multicast group address and then 

delivered across one or more routers, so multicast group membership isn’t limited to a 

single local link. Multicast group members can exist anywhere, so membership is 

virtual rather than geographic, as shown in the logical diagram in Figure 4-25. 

[[Insert Figure 4-25 here]] 

Although IPv6 uses a solicited-node address to query network nodes, this type of 

message would be picked up by all nodes on the local link. For multicast-related 

messages, a solicited-node multicast message is used, and only nodes listening for 

multicast traffic will receive notices sent to this address. Defined by RFC 4291, the 

IPv6 multicast address format prefix contains a scope field that describes the scope or 

range for which the multicast traffic is intended. Depending on the scope of the 

multicast address, multicast traffic is sent to certain portions of the internetwork, from 

just the local link to organization-wide or even globally. Table 4-14 defines the relevant 

scopes. 

[[Insert Table 4-14 here]] 

[[Insert UNF p. 206-1 here]] 

The site-local scope was deprecated in RFC 3879. If it is available on an interface, it 

should not be used by an application. The site-local scope is included in Table 4-14 

because it is still used by Microsoft Windows operating systems. 
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The Scope field contains several unassigned values that can be used by administrators 

to define more multicast scope regions. 

MLD and MLDv2 Packet Structures and Messages MLD and MLDv2 packet 

structures do not differ radically from each other; in fact, MLDv2 builds on the basic 

MLD packet. As previously mentioned, MLD is integrated as an ICMPv6 subprotocol, 

and MLD messages in IPv6 packets are recognized with a Next Header value of 58. 

MLD packets are all sent with a link-local source address and with a Hop Limit of 1. 

They are also sent with a router alert in the Hop-by-Hop options field to notify routers 

to review all MLD messages sent to multicast addresses to which the routers normally 

don’t attend. Figure 4-26 illustrates the format of the MLD packet. 

[[Insert Figure 4-26 here]] 

The contents of the MLD packet fields should be somewhat familiar if you have any 

knowledge of ICMPv6 packets. Table 4-15 describes the specifics of these fields. 

[[Insert Table 4-15 here]] 

In the Type field, the Multicast Listener Query has two subtypes: General Query, which 

is used to discover which multicast addresses have listeners on the attached link, and 

Multicast-Address-Specific Query, which is used to discover if any particular multicast 

address has listeners on an attached link. 

The length of a received MLD message is calculated by subtracting the length of any 

IPv6 extension headers present between the IPv6 header and MLD message from the 

value of the IPv6 Payload Length. Any MLD message larger than 24 octets means that 

there are other fields present besides those already mentioned, indicating the possible 

presence of a future backward-compatible version of MLD, such as MLDv2. MLDv1 

must not send a message longer than 24 octets, and any node expecting to receive an 

MLDv1 message will ignore any fields in an MLD message beyond the first 24 octets. 
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Regardless of this, the checksum must be calculated for the entire MLD message rather 

than for just the first 24 octets. 

The packet structure for a MLDv2 Multicast Listener Query message is shown in 

Figure 4-27. The structure for an MLDV2 Multicast Listener Report message will be 

described later in this section. The explanation for each field in this message is provided 

in Table 4-16. 

The Type field can accept two additional message types for backward compatibility 

with MLDv1: Version 1 Multicast Listener Report (131) and Version 1 Multicast 

Listener Done (132). Any unrecognized message types are ignored. The format for 

MLDv2 Multicast Listener Report messages is illustrated in Figure 4-28. 

[[Insert Figure 4-27 here]] 

[[Insert Table 4-16 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-28 here]] 

Table 4-17 describes the fields for the Multicast Listener Report messages. 

MLD uses three types of messages: 

 Query messages—These can be general, group-specific, and 

multicast-address-specific. The query messages being sent to learn which 

multicast addresses have listeners for a specific attached link. Group-specific 

and multicast-address-specific queries are the same, with the group address 

being the multicast address. 

 Report messages—These are sent by nodes replying to queries declaring their 

multicast state to the device sending the queries. 

 Done messages—These are sent indicating that a formerly listening node is 

no longer listening. 

[[Insert Table 4-17 here]] 
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Routing Protocols 

In general, routing protocols define how routers communicate with each other for the 

purpose of sharing and updating routing information. More specifically, a routing 

protocol is an implementation of a routing algorithm that uses metrics to discover a path 

or paths that can be used to a particular destination within a network. The metrics used 

can include bandwidth, delay, hop count, load, and MTU. Once discovered, 

information about each path to destinations is stored in a routing table, and this table 

can be updated manually by a network administrator or dynamically as routing 

information changes. 

IPv4 

IPv4 has long used a series of routing protocols that fall into three basic types: interior 

gateway routing using link-state routing, interior gateway routing using path vector or 

distance vector, and exterior gateway routing. IPv4 routing protocols are defined by 

multiple RFCs, including RFC 791, RFC 922, RFC 1716, RFC 1812, and RFC 1930. 

RIP Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a basic distance vector routing protocol. 

There are two versions of RIP. The first is version 1 (defined in RFC 1058), which is 

written as RIPv1. The second is version 2 (defined in RFC 2453), which is written as 

RIPv2. Among other features, RIPv2 adds support for variable-length subnets. 

RIP communications are UDP based. RIP-based routers send and receive datagrams on 

UDP port number 520. 

In the next sections, we examine the packet structures and functionality of RIPv1 and 

RIPv2. Figure 4-29 depicts the relationship between ASs, IGPs, and EGPs. 

[[Insert Figure 4-29 here]] 
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RIPv1 When RIPv1 routers first come up, they send a RIP announcement about their 

directly connected links. Next, the router sends a RIP request to identify other networks. 

These two steps are used to build the routing table. 

RIPv1 routers broadcast RIP network announcements every 30 seconds. Each RIP 

packet can contain information for up to 25 networks. Because RIPv1 does not support 

variable-length subnet masks (it uses only constant-length subnet masks), the routers 

make assumptions about the network portion of the addresses based on whether the 

address is a Class A, B, or C. 

Figure 4-30 shows the format of a RIPv1 packet. 

The fields of the RIP packet are defined in the following list: 

 Command—This 1-byte field indicates whether this packet is a RIP request (1) 

or a response (2). 

 Version—This 1-byte field indicates whether this is a RIPv1 (1) packet or a 

RIPv2 (2) packet. 

 Reserved (or Zero)—These 2-byte fields are reserved and set to all 0s. (Note: 

Some protocol analyzers do not display the Reserved field.) 

 Address Family Identifier—This 2-byte field is used to define the protocol that 

is using RIP. The value 2 indicates that IP is using RIP. 

 IP Address—This 4-byte field contains the IP address. 

 Metric—This 4-byte field contains the distance metric for the address listed in 

the IP Address field. 

[[Insert Figure 4-30 here]] 

Figure 4-31 depicts a RIPv1 packet. 

[[Insert Figure 4-31 here]] 
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RIPv1 does an adequate job of providing routing information. It has two major faults, 

however: It does not support variable-length subnet masks, and it takes too long to 

converge. Updating to RIPv2 solves the first problem. Replacing RIP-based routing 

with OSPF solves the second problem. 

RIPv2 This version of RIP adds support for variable-length subnet masks, very basic 

authentication, and multicast routing updates. The RIPv2 IP multicast address is 

224.0.0.9. 

Figure 4-32 shows the format of a RIPv2 packet. 

[[Insert Figure 4-32 here]] 

Some fields of note in a RIPv2 packet are: 

 Command—This 1-byte field indicates whether this packet is a RIP request (1) 

or a response (2). 

 Version—The value 2 in this 1-byte field is used to indicate that this packet is a 

RIPv2 packet. 

 Reserved—This 2-byte field is reserved and set to all 0s. 

 Address Family—This 2-byte field is used to define the protocol that is using 

RIP. The value 2 indicates that IP is using RIP. The value 0xFFFF indicates that 

the remainder of the message contains authentication. That leaves space for 

only 24 entries in the rest of the RIP packet. 

 Authentication Type—There is only one authentication type currently defined: 

type 2. 

 Authentication—This 16-byte field contains a plain text password. If the 

password is shorter than 16 bytes, it is left-justified and padded with 0x00s on 

the right. 
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 Address Family Identifier—When this field contains the value 0x02, the next 20 

bytes contain a route entry. 

 Route Tag—This 2-byte field can be used to indicate whether the route 

information that follows is an internal route entry (received from within this 

routing area) or an external route entry (learned through another IGP or EGP 

outside this routing area). 

 IP Address—This 4-byte field contains the IP address being advertised. 

 Subnet Mask—This 4-byte field contains the subnet mask associated with the IP 

address being advertised. 

 Next Hop–Typically, in RIP, routers only advertise for networks to which they 

can route packets. In RIPv2, however, the 4-byte Next Hop field can be used to 

associate another router with a route entry. It’s a way to redirect traffic to a 

specific router without considering intervening hops. The value 0.0.0.0 in this 

field indicates that this router is advertising networks to which it can route 

packets. 

 Metric—This 4-byte field indicates the distance, in hops, to the advertised 

network. This field is not used in request packets. 

RIPv2 takes advantage of numerous improvements over its predecessor, RIPv1, and is 

still widely used on smaller, less complex networks to this day. Because RIPv2 is 

relatively easy to set up, configure, and manage, it should remain widespread for the 

foreseeable future. For more complex enterprise-level networks; however, the OSPF 

protocol fits much better, as you will learn in the following section. 

Open Shortest Path First Open Shortest Path First, defined in RFC 2328, is the 

premier link-state routing protocol used on TCP/IP networks. (The word “Open” refers 

to the nonproprietary nature of this protocol.) OSPF routing is based on configurable 
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values (metrics) that may be based on network bandwidth, delay, or monetary cost. By 

default, the metric used for route determination is based on network bandwidth. 

The basic architectural definition of OSPF is shown in Figure 4-33. First, OSPF routers 

send multicast Hello packets to directly connected links to learn about their neighbors. 

As OSPF routers hear each other’s Hello packets, they begin to include their neighbors’ 

addresses in subsequent Hello packets. Depending on the configuration and type of 

media in use, OSPF routers establish adjacencies with some of these neighbors. Once 

an adjacency is established, they share copies of all LSAs (assuming they’re in the same 

area). After the LSAs are shared, they continue sending Hello packets every 10 seconds 

(by default) as a keep-alive mechanism to ensure that the other router is still present and 

responding, thus building a small picture of their local worlds. The routers then run the 

Dijkstra algorithm to determine the optimal path through the internetwork, and the 

results are entered into the forwarding table (or database). The OSPF router checks this 

table before forwarding packets. 

On a broadcast-based network, on which there can be more than two routers connected 

to a given segment, a full mesh is required for each router to establish an adjacency with 

every other router. Because of the processing and memory demands, this is not a 

scalable architecture. To alleviate some of this overhead, OSPF uses the concept of a 

designated router (DR). Each broadcast segment has one DR, which is elected based 

on the router’s priority (a number from 0 to 255, where higher numbers are preferred 

and 0 indicates that the router is incapable of becoming the DR). The router with the 

second-highest priority becomes the backup designated router (BDR). Both of these 

routers establish adjacencies with all other OSPF-speaking routers on the subnet, but all 

other routers will establish only two adjacencies: one to the DR and one to the BDR. 

The DR’s responsibility is to inform all other routers of LSAs. The aptly named BDR’s 
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purpose is to allow service to be restored very quickly in the event of an outage 

affecting the DR. 

[[Insert Figure 4-33 here]] 

All other routers multicast an LSA to the DR multicast address (224.0.0.6). This LSA 

represents the router and the costs associated with accessing the network. 

There are six basic types of LSAs: 

 Type 1 (Router Links Advertisement)—This advertisement is flooded within an 

area and contains information about the router’s neighbors. All routers send this 

type of LSA. 

 Type 2 (Network Links Advertisement)—This advertisement is generated by the 

DR on behalf of the LAN. It lists all the routers on the LAN. Only DRs send this 

type of LSA. 

 Type 3 (Network Summary Link Advertisement)—This advertisement is 

generated by an ABR to define the networks that are reachable outside an area. 

ABRs send this type of LSA. 

 Type 4 (AS Boundary Router Summary Link Advertisement)—This 

advertisement describes the cost of the path from the sending router to an AS 

boundary router. ABRs send this type of LSA. 

 Type 5 (AS External Link Advertisement)—This advertisement is flooded to all 

the routers throughout an entire AS to describe the cost from the sending AS 

boundary router to destinations outside the AS. ASBRs send this type of LSA. 

 Type 7 (Not So Stubby Area Networks Advertisement)—This advertisement is 

used to describe external routes passing through a stub area. A stub area does 

not accept Type 5 AS External Link Advertisements. Routers must use their 

default route to access networks outside their AS. 
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When routers advertise themselves, they transmit the Type 1 packets to the Shortest 

Path First (SPF) router’s multicast address (224.0.0.5). 

The DR transmits a Type 2 LSA on behalf of the network. 

On each local network, OSPF uses the router IDs to establish one master router. All 

other OSPF routers are defined as slave routers. Periodically, the master router 

transmits a Database Description (DD) packet that describes the contents of the 

link-state database. Other routers send acknowledgments indicating successful receipt 

of the DD packets. 

If the master does not receive an ACK from one of the slave routers, it sends a copy of 

the LSA directly to that SPF router. 

Figure 4-34 shows the general sequence of communications used in OSPF. 

Upon receipt of these LSAs, the OSPF routers build a link-state database or a picture of 

the entire network, which are networks connected by routers with costs associated for 

all links. 

[[Insert Figure 4-34 here]] 

This database cannot be used to route packets efficiently, however. The Dijkstra 

algorithm is run on the contents of the database to prioritize paths when there are 

multiple paths to a network. The result is the forwarding database. This table is 

referenced when the OSPF router wants to forward packets. 

OSPF supports variable-length subnet masks and route summarization to reduce the 

number of routing entries maintained in the OSPF table. 

Figure 4-35 shows the format of an OSPF packet header. 

[[Insert Figure 4-35 here]] 

The following list details these header fields: 
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 Version Number—This 1-byte field contains the OSPF version number. The 

current widely implemented version of OSPF is version 2. 

 Type—This 1-byte field defines the purpose of the OSPF packet. The Type field 

values are described in Table 4-18. 

 Packet Length—This 2-byte field indicates the length of this OSPF packet. The 

Length field includes the OSPF header and any valid data that follows. It does 

not include any packet padding, if used. 

 Router ID—This 4-byte field contains the ID of the transmitting router. 

 Area ID—This 4-byte field contains the number of the area to which the 

transmitting router belongs. The field value can be expressed in decimal or 

dotted decimal notation. Often, as a way of managing large networks, designers 

assign the Area ID the same value as a network that resides inside it and display 

the Area ID in dotted decimal notation (e.g., Area 10.32.0.0). Other times, it is 

simpler to use nontechnical numbers to represent areas, such as a business unit, 

customer code, or zip code. These can be written as decimal numbers (e.g., Area 

95129). 

 Checksum—This 2-byte field contains the result of a checksum calculation run 

on the contents of the OSPF packet. The Authentication field is not included in 

this calculation. 

 AuType—This 2-byte field defines the authentication type that is used in this 

packet. Refer to Appendix D of RFC 2328 for more details on authentication 

types. 

 Authentication—The authentication process uses this 8-byte field. 

After the OSPF header, the format of the packet varies, depending on the type of LSA 

packet. 
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Figure 4-36 depicts an OSPF Hello packet. As you can see, this router indicates that 

10.3.99.99 is the DR. 

[[Insert Table 4-18 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-36 here]] 

Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol Interior Gateway Routing Protocol 

(IGRP) was developed in the 1980s by Cisco Systems in an effort to provide a more 

efficient interior gateway protocol. IGRP was updated in the early 1990s; the updated 

version is called Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP). 

EIGRP offers a strange mixture of routing technologies. It integrates the capabilities of 

linkstate routing with a distance vector routing protocol. For more information on 

EIGRP, refer to www.cisco.com. 

Border Gateway Protocol Exterior gateway protocols (EGPs) are used to exchange 

routing information between separate autonomous systems. These protocols are also 

referred to as interdomain routing protocols. It is interesting that the name Exterior 

Gateway Protocol was assigned to the first implementation of this type of routing. EGP 

is defined in RFC 904. Currently, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) has replaced 

EGP routing. 

BGP is a distance vector protocol and the replacement for EGP. The current version of 

BGP is version 4, which is defined in RFC 1771. BGP offers three types of routing 

operations: 

 Inter-autonomous system routing 

 Intra-autonomous system routing 

 Pass-through autonomous system routing 

http://www.cisco.com/
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Figure 4-37 illustrates how BGP is used for inter-autonomous system routing. In this 

configuration, BGP routers that reside in different ASs are configured as peers and 

exchange information about the internetwork topology of each AS. 

[[Insert Figure 4-37 here]] 

When BGP is configured for intra-autonomous system routing, the BGP routers are 

located within the same AS. Pass-through autonomous system routing enables BGP 

peer routers to exchange routing information across an AS that does not support BGP. 

See the section titled “Routing To and From the Internet” later in this chapter for 

additional information about BGP. 

IPv6 

The IPv6 routing protocols are largely extensions of their IPv4 counterparts. In general, 

IPv6 routing protocols can be organized into Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs), 

Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGPs), distance vector based, link-state based, and so 

forth. The Autonomous system and the Autonomous System Number (ASN), a set of 

networks that are controlled by a single administrative entity, will still route both IPv4 

and IPv6 traffic. The details of the similarities and differences between IPv4 and IPv6 

routing protocols are presented in the following section. 

RIPng for IPv6 RIPng for IPv6 is based on the protocols and algorithm currently being 

used by RIP IPv4; and RFC 2080, which is the proposed standard for RIPng for IPv6, 

represents a minimum change in the RIPv2 protocol. Distance vector has been used 

since the early days of ARPANET. RIPng was designed to work as an IGP within a 

medium-sized AS but not in larger, more complex environments. 

Areas where RIPng and RIPv2 are the same include the use of a 15-hop radius, 

distance-vector, poison reverse, and split horizon. Features that have been specifically 

updated in RIPng are using IPv6 for transport and using IPv6 prefixes and an IPv6 
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next-hop address. RIPng also uses multicast group FF02::9 for all RIP updates, and 

these updates are sent on UDP port 521. 

Routers implementing RIPng possess a routing table listing routes to destinations that 

can be reached via the RIPng system. Each entry in the routing table contains the 

following information at a minimum: 

 The destination’s IPv6 prefix 

 A metric representing the total cost of sending a packet from the router to the 

destination address 

 The IPv6 address of the next-hop router along the path to the destination address 

(assuming the destination address is not on a link directly connected to one of 

the router’s interfaces) 

 A route change flag indicating if any information about the route has recently 

changed 

 Timers associated with the route 

For directly connected networks, the router uses a simple hop count rather than the 

more complex metric indicating cost. Static routes can also be input manually by an 

administrator, which would likely be routes outside the scope of the routing system. 

Routers using the RIPng protocol would have to operate within an AS where all other 

routers participated in using RIPng protocol. 

RIPng uses UDP as its upper-layer transport protocol using port 521. All router 

communications that include updates are transmitted and received using this port. 

RIPng uses the packet format shown in Figure 4-38. 

[[Insert Figure 4-38 here]] 

The RIPng packet format has the following basic fields: 
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 Command—This is the type of message, with a request having the value 0x01 

and a response having the value 0x02. 

 Version—This is the version number of RIPng, and currently only the value 

0x01 (version 1) exists. 

 Must be zero—This field must always be set to zero. 

 RTC—This is the routing table entry, which contains 20 bytes for each entry. 

A Request message in an RIPng packet is sent to request that the responding router send 

all or part of its routing table. A Response message is sent by the responding router 

containing all or part of its routing table. A Response message can be sent unsolicited as 

well as in response to a Request message. 

RIPng uses two types of RTEs: 

 Next Hop RTE—This contains the IPv6 address of the next hop. 

 IPv6 Prefix RTE—This describes the IPv6 destination address, the route tag, the 

prefix length, and the metric for the routing table. All the RTEs contained in the 

RIPng packet contain a destination prefix, the number of significant bits in the 

prefix, and the metric or cost to reach the destination. The destination prefix is 

128 bits, and the IPv6 address prefix is stored as 16 octets in the network byte 

order. 

The route tag field in the RTE is a value assigned to a specific route and used to 

differentiate internal RIPng routes from external RIPng routes, which may be imported 

from an EGP or another IGP. 

OSPFv3 for IPv6 OSPF for IPv6 is specified by RFC 5340 (which obsoletes RFC 

2740), which describes not only how OSPF has been updated for IPv6 but the 

modifications of OPSF from version 2 to version 3. For that reason, this protocol is 

commonly referred to as OSPFv3. 
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In a nutshell, OSPFv3 is based on OSPFv2, with various enhancements added, and it 

runs directly on IPv6 and distributes IPv6 prefixes. Specific IPv6 attributes added to 

OSPFv3 are 128-bit addresses, link-local addresses, and the ability to manage multiple 

addresses and instances per interface. OSPFv3 is now able to run over a link as opposed 

to a subnet and uses IPsec for authentication. 

The significant differences between OSPFv2 for IPv4 and OSPFv3 for IPv6 include 

removing addressing semantics from OSPF packets and basic Link State 

Advertisements (LSAs), running OSPF on a per-link basis as opposed to a 

per-IP-subnet basis, generalizing the LSA flooding scope, and removing authentication 

from the protocol and instead allowing the IPv6 packet’s Authentication Header and 

Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) to manage authentication. With all of these 

enhancements, including the larger IPv6 addressing, OSPFv3 packets are nearly as 

compact as their OSPFv2 counterparts. 

There have been a number of changes in the OSPF packet format for IPv6. As 

previously mentioned, OSPFv3 runs directly over IPv6; however, all addressing 

semantics have been eliminated from OSPF packet headers. This makes the OSPF 

packet dependent on the network protocol, and all addressing information is now stored 

in various types of LSAs. 

Specifically, changes in the OSPFv3 packet header include: 

 For Hello and Database Description packets, the Options field has been 

increased to 24 bits. 

 Both the Authentication and AuType fields have been eliminated from the 

OSPF packet header. 

 The Hello packet no longer contains any address information. Instead, it 

contains an Interface ID value that has been assigned to the originating router’s 
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interface to uniquely identify the interface. If the router becomes the link’s 

Designated Router, the Interface ID will be used as the network-LSA’s Link 

State ID. 

 In the Options field, two new option bits have been added: the R-bit and the 

V6-bit. The R-bit can be used for multihomed nodes that want to participate in 

the routing protocol. In this case, the R-bit must be clear, allowing an OSPF 

speaker to participate in OSPF topology distribution without being required to 

forward transit traffic. The V6-bit is used to specialize the R-bit. If the V6-bit is 

clear, an OSPF speaker can participate in OSPF topology distribution without 

being required to forward IPv6 datagrams. If the R-bit is set but the V6-bit is 

clear, IPv6 datagrams will not be forwarded, but datagrams using another 

routing protocol can be forwarded. 

An Instance ID has been added to the OSPF packet header that allows multiple OSPF 

protocol instances to run on a single link. Figure 4-39 shows the format of an OSPFv3 

header format for reference. 

[[Insert Figure 4-39 here]] 

There have been a number of changes to the LSA format as well. The LSA header, 

router-LSAs, and network-LSAs no longer contain addressing semantics. The 

router-LSA and the network-LSA are now used to describe the routing domain 

topology in a network-protocol-independent way. There are now additional LSAs that 

distribute IPv6 address data and information required for the next-hop resolution. 

Additional LSA formatting changes include: 

 The Options field was eliminated from the LSA header and placed into the body 

of router-LSAs, network-LSAs, link-LSAs, and inter-area-router-LSAs. The 

Options field in those LSAs has been increased to 24 bits. 
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 The LSA Type field has been increased to 16 bits, with the upper 3 bits 

encoding flooding scope and handling unknown LSA types. 

 The format for expressing addresses in LSAs is now [prefix, prefix length] 

rather than [address, mask]. 

 Router-LSAs and network-LSAs now contain no addressing information, 

making them network-protocol dependent. 

 Router interface information is allowed to be spread across multiple 

router-LSAs; however, receivers must concatenate all the router-LSAs that 

originated at any specific router when calculating the SPF. 

 The link-LSA is new and uses a link-local flooding scope, meaning the packets 

are never flooded beyond the link with which they are associated. They also 

provide the router’s link-local address to other routers attached to the link, tell 

other routers on the link which IPv6 prefixes they can use to associate with the 

link, and let a router advertise a group of Options bits to associate with the 

network-LSA that will originate with the link. 

 The network-LSA’s Options field is either set to logical or is set to whatever 

options routers are advertising on the link. 

OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 are not compatible with each other. The two protocols can be run 

simultaneously on the same link if they are needed to support the coexistence of IPv4 

and IPv6 network infrastructures during the transfer from IPv4 to IPv6; however, each 

IP routing protocol domain is totally separate. 

EIGRP for IPv6 EIGRP has changed little for IPv6. It’s essentially the same protocol 

and still uses the best of distance vector and link-state. Multiprotocol EIGRP uses a 

protocol-dependent module for AppleTalk, IPX, IPv4, and IPv6 and is well known for 
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ease of configuration and fast convergence. For more information on this protocol, go 

to www.cisco.com. 

IS-IS for IPv6 IS-IS stands for Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System, which is 

an intradomain routing information exchange protocol. RFC 5308 is the most recent 

IETF document describing routing IPv6 using IS-IS. The IS-IS protocol was originally 

designed to route intradomain traffic for the Connectionless Network Service (CLNS). 

Its major features are largely the same as those for its IPv4 counterpart. Each IS device 

still transmits LSP packets, the neighborship process is the same as for IPv4, and it still 

has Cisco IOS software support for multitopology IS-IS (MT-IS-IS). 

IS-IS is an extendible intradomain routing protocol (first specified in RFC 1195), in 

which each router within the routing domain sends a Link State Protocol (LSP) data 

unit containing information about the router. This information includes typed 

variable-length data called type-length-values (TLVs). For IPv6, IS-IS is extended with 

two new TLVs used to carry information about the router for IPv6 routing. IS-IS was 

originally designed to route in dual OSI/IPv4 environments or in “pure” OSI or IPv4 

networks. This is also accomplished for IPv6 networks with the addition of the IPv6 

Reachability TLV, the IPv6 Interface Address TLV, and the IPv6 protocol identifier. 

The IPv6 Reachability TLV is directly related to the IPv4 IS-IS implementation. Figure 

4-40 shows the format for this TLV. 

[[Insert Figure 4-40 here]] 

Table 4-19 defines the values for each field in this TLV. 

[[Insert Table 4-19 here]] 

The IPv6 Reachability TLV describes a network’s reachability using different factors, 

such as the specification of a routing prefix, metrics, a bit to indicate if the prefix is 

http://www.cisco.com/
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being advertised from a higher level, and a bit to indicate if the prefix is being 

distributed from another protocol. 

The IP6 Interface Address TLV is analogous to the IS-IS IPv4 version. Figure 4-41 

illustrates the format of this TLV. 

[[Insert Figure 4-41 here]] 

The type value is 232 for this TLV, and the Length field specifies the TLV length. The 

Interface Address fields identify the IPv6 address of the router interface. Hello PDUs 

for the TLV contain the link-local IPv6 address for the interface. LSPs for the TLV 

contain the non-link-local IPv6 address assigned to the IS, which is usually the IPv6 

global unicat address for the interface. The asterisk displayed in the diagram for each 

Interface Address field indicates that it is an optional value. 

The actual operation of IS-IS for IPv6 is the same as originally specified for IS-IS in 

RFC 1195, “Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments.” For 

more information, go to www.ietf.org. 

MP-BGP RFC 4760 (which obsoletes RFC 2858) defines the multiprotocol extensions 

that make BGP-4 available to other network layer protocols. MP-BGP allows MGP-4 

to contain information about other protocols, such as MPLS, IPX, L3VPN, and of 

course, IPv6. The most recent standards paper for BGP-4 is RFC 4271, which is 

updated by RFC 6286, “Autonomous-System-Wide Unique BGP Identifier for 

BGP-4.” 

The only thing that allows this implementation of BGP-4 to run on IPv6 networks is the 

addition of extensions that enable this protocol to carry certain routing information, as 

already outlined. These extensions are backward compatible so that a router that 

supports these extensions can interoperate with a router that doesn’t. In fact, there are 

only three information elements transported by BGP-4 that are specific to IPv4: 

http://www.ietf.org/
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 The NEXT_HOP attribute when it’s expressed as an IPv4 address 

 AGGREGATOR, which contains an IPv4 address 

 NLRI, which is expressed as IPv4 address prefixes 

For BGP-4 to be able to be supported on IPv6 networks (or to support routing on other 

Network layer protocols), it needs to have only two additions: 

 The ability to associate the IPv6 protocol with the next-hop information 

 The ability to associate the IPv6 protocol with NLRI 

For the sake of backward compatibility, two new attributes are introduced to BGP-4: 

 Multiprotocol Reachable NLRI (MP_REACH_NLRI) 

 Multiprotocol Unreachable NLRI (MP_UNREACH_NLRI) 

MP_REACH_NLRI is used to carry the collection of reachable destinations with the 

next-hop information that is used for forwarding to these destinations. 

MP_UNREACH_NLRI is used to carry the collection of unreachable destinations. 

Both attributes are considered optional and nontransitive, thus a BGP speaker that 

doesn’t support multiprotocol capacities can ignore the data carried by the attributes 

rather than pass it along to other BGP speakers. 

The Multiprotocol Reachable NLRI attribute is used to advertise a feasible route to a 

peer device and to allow a router to advertise a Network Layer (in this case, IPv6) 

address of the next-hop router to the destinations listed in the NLRI field for the 

MP_NLRI attribute. The attribute has the following fields: 

 Address Family Identifier (AFI)—This two-octet field, when used with the 

Subsequent Address Family Identifier (SAFI), identifies the Network layer 

protocols the address in the Next Hop field must belong to, the encoding for the 

address, and the semantics of the NLRI that follows. 
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 Subsequent Address Family Identifier (SAFI)—This one-octet field is used as 

described in the AFI description. 

 Length of Next Hop Network address—This one-octet field contains the length 

of the Network Address of the Next Hop field. 

 Network Address of Next Hop—This variable-length field contains the network 

address (again, IPv6 in this case) of the next-hop router to the destination 

address. The protocol associated with the address is identified by AFI and SAFI 

working in combination. 

 Reserved—This one-octet field must be set to 0 and will be ignored by the 

destination node. 

 Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI)—This variable-length field 

lists NLRI or the feasible routes being advertised in this attribute. AFI and SAFI 

working together identify the semantics of NLRI. 

The next-hop information contained in the MP_REACH_NLRI path attribute identifies 

the Network Layer address of the router that should be used as the next-hop router for 

destinations listed in the MP_NLRI attribute in the UPDATE Message. 

The Multiprotocol Unreachable NLRI—MP_UNREACH_NLRI attribute is used to 

remove or withdraw multiple unfeasible routes from service and possesses the 

following fields: 

 Address Family Identifier (AFI)—This was described earlier. 

 Subsequent Address Family Identifier (SAFI)—This was described earlier. 

 Withdrawn Routes—This is a variable-length field that lists NLRI for routers 

being withdrawn from service. AFI and SAFI working together identify the 

NLRI semantics carrried by the attribute. An UPDATE message containing the 
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MP_UNREACH_NLRI attribute is not required to carry any other path 

attributes. 

Beyond the information presented here, the extensions for IPv6 support the same 

features that BGP-4 possesses under IPv4. 

Managing Routing on an In-House Internetwork 

Simply configuring an IGP on an in-house network will likely establish connectivity 

between each subnet; however, there is much more to managing routing than simply 

establishing connectivity. 

An administrator must consider policy first. IP routing protocols have a shortcoming in 

that they don’t discriminate between users, types of traffic, and so on. They only know 

how to get to a network. Policy-based routing addresses this shortcoming. 

Let’s suppose you have a network with two paths between point A and point B. One 

path is a 1.544 Mbps T1 link that directly connects the two networks, and the other is a 

T3 (approximately 45 Mbps) that passes through three other networks between A and B. 

If you’re running RIP, it will attempt to send all traffic over the T1 link because of the 

shorter hop count. If you are running OSPF, which has a metric based on bandwidth, it 

may prefer the much higher-speed T3. The point is that neither of these reflects what 

you really want to do. For instance, you might want to configure your network so a 

certain type of traffic, such as VoIP, prefers to use the first connection with a low 

latency, whereas other traffic, such as HTTP and FTP, is sent via a second link that is 

larger but has more latency. This configuration is called “policy-based routing.” 

Policies can be based on anything, from the type of protocol, as in the preceding 

example, to the source or destination address, where your policy could say, “I want all 

traffic from Host xyz to use Link 1 and other traffic to use Link 2.” 

[[Insert UNF p. 227-1 here]] 
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Configuring policies makes your network more efficient, but it also makes it harder to 

troubleshoot. 

Another item for consideration is that most IGPs allow load-balancing across multiple 

paths to the same network. These paths are typically managed on a “flow” basis as 

opposed to a per-packet load-balancing. This means that all traffic between Hosts A 

and X will take one link, whereas traffic between B and Y will take another. Per-packet 

load-balancing means the first packet takes Link 1, the second packet takes Link 2, the 

third packet takes Link 1, and so on. Per-packet load-balancing breaks a lot of protocols 

because packets often arrive out of sequence. 

The routing services on your network also require routine maintenance, especially on 

large networks. You should monitor memory utilization (each type of route takes a 

certain amount of memory) to make sure that your routers are capable of handling any 

additions, and you should employ a management tool that sends alerts when routing 

problems occur. Also, most routing tables show the age of a route. In a link-state 

routing protocol, a young age is a sign of an unstable route. It changed recently, and you 

should find out why. For instance, if you observe a route in your table that has an age of 

23 minutes, but you haven’t made any changes to your network in six weeks, you could 

have a problem. 

Finally, an administrator should maintain a map of the network, indicating the network 

addresses and routing protocols in use. This map should serve as the network design 

blueprint, assisting in spotting possible routing loops or configuration concerns. 

Routing on and off a Wide Area Network 

You must consider many factors when choosing a routing protocol for your enterprise. 

In this section, we discuss various network models and appropriate routing protocols. 

Several Small Offices 
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If the network in question is relatively small—perhaps a dozen locations or less, where 

each has its own subnet plus an Internet connection—consider using no routing 

protocol. Whenever possible, the simplest solution is best. If a routing protocol is 

required, however, then RIP may be the simplest solution, as in the following 

circumstances: 

 When connecting to a server that supports routing so the server can dynamically 

choose the best path 

 When routers that do not support any other protocols are employed (common in 

the Internet Access Device [IAD] market for Small-Office/Home-Office 

[SOHO] firewall/NAT/broadband devices) 

Hub and Spoke 

Many corporations have a central office, with many satellites or branches. Usually, all 

branch offices connect directly to the hub where enterprise systems (such as ERP 

packages), a mainframe, and most servers reside. The distinguishing feature on this 

network is that the router in the hub needs to know how to get to many sites, but the 

routers at the branch offices only have a single connection out of the office (or perhaps 

only two, when a slow backup link is used to provide a failover option for a fast primary 

link). 

If there is only one connection, or only one connection is used at any one time, what 

sense does it make to use precious bandwidth (not to mention router processor and 

memory resources) advertising all routes to each spoke? For routers on the ends of the 

spokes, all you need is a single default route that points to the hub. In this situation, an 

On-Demand Routing (ODR) protocol is a good choice. 

If the hub-and-spoke environment uses frame relay, be wary of implementing any 

distance vector protocols. Frame relay and ATM use virtual circuits, so one physical 
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interface can actually be logically partitioned into several logical interfaces. Commonly, 

all these terminate at a hub, so to get from Router A to Router C, you must go in and 

back out the same interface on Router B. So, when Router A advertises its networks to 

Router B, Router B receives and installs them in its routing table, but it won’t send them 

back out the same interface, so Router C never receives the routing updates. Why? Split 

horizon means that it doesn’t advertise to avoid what appears to be an apparent routing 

loop (but isn’t). 

Multiprotocol 

Cisco’s EIGRP protocol can support routing of both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic at the same 

time. This can conserve a lot of resources in some cases. Of course, it does require that 

you use only Cisco equipment. 

Mobile Users 

Some of the most difficult types of networks to implement and manage are those in 

which the users are always moving around. From laptop and PDA users to 

telecommuters and companies that frequently rearrange workspaces to accommodate 

changes in personnel, it is clear that trends are emerging in the new millennium that 

yesterday’s TCP/IP wasn’t built to handle. 

Fortunately, the last few years witnessed a remarkable maturation of technologies to 

support a highly mobile workforce. This includes data-enabled cellular devices, 802.11 

wireless technologies from a through g and beyond, broadband wireless technologies, 

and lots of dial-up and broadband for home-based connections. But how does IP work 

with this? Primarily, via DHCP. Unfortunately, there are many applications, such as 

voice and security, for which hosts need to maintain a stable IP address, regardless of 

where they are currently located or connected. 
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In turn, this raises an interesting question: How can you route packets if your host uses 

an IP address that isn’t part of the local subnet? Although this is actually a workable 

scenario, it’s by no means obvious. The following sections offer two possible solutions 

to the problem of “mismatched addresses.” 

Mobile IP 

Mobile IP is defined by the IETF in RFCs 2003 through 2006 and RFC 3220 (which 

obsoletes RFC 2002). Mobile IP allows an IP host to travel anywhere there is a Mobile 

IP agent (a router configured with the protocol) and still maintain its home IP address. 

At a high level, it works like this: The host uses the ICMP Router Discovery protocol to 

determine whether it’s on its home network or a foreign network. If it is on a foreign 

network, it registers with a Foreign Agent. The Foreign Agent then routes packets to the 

Home Agent. The Home Agent establishes a tunnel back to the Foreign Agent, which 

then delivers the packets to the host. 

An application for this technology might be carrying an IP phone from one office to 

another on your company’s network. This technology has many applications in the 

military because military units are highly mobile yet need to retain a static IP address 

for security reasons. 

[[Insert UNF p. 229-1 here]] 

Mobile IPv6 will be covered in Chapter 12. 

Local Area Mobility 

This technology is a Cisco proprietary feature that is similar to Mobile IP but operates 

by using the routing table. It is much simpler, with very little impact on the network. 

When a router is configured with Local Area Mobility (LAM), it watches for traffic on 

its LAN that does not match its own IP address. When it finds this traffic, it installs an 

ARP entry in its cache and a host route (a route entry with a 32-bit subnet mask) in its 
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routing table. LAM is then redistributed into the primary routing protocol. Soon, all the 

other routers learn of the host route and forward the appropriate traffic. Hosts on the 

home subnet are still able to communicate with the estranged node because the router 

on the home subnet proxies ARP (RFC 826) for it and then routes the packets to the 

next hop listed in its routing table. 

One of the keys to this technology’s operation is the host route. This works because 

when routers look up an address in the routing table, they always take the longest match. 

For instance, if the routing table has an entry for 192.168.1.0/24 and the mobile host is 

192.168.1.57, then a 192.168.1.57/32 route is propagated through the network, and 

each router has both routes in its table. If a router has a packet destined for 192.168.1.42, 

it doesn’t match the 192.168.1.57/32 entry (obviously), but it does match the 

192.168.1.0/24 entry. Conversely, when a packet arrives destined for 192.168.1.57, it 

matches both entries, but it prefers the longer one (/32) because it is more specific. 

Routing to and from the Internet 

As of this writing, BGPv4 is the exterior routing protocol in use on the Internet. 

Although BGP probably doesn’t deserve its arcane reputation, it certainly requires a 

major hardware investment if it is to be deployed properly. Fortunately, only a few 

companies have networks complex enough to require BGP. As a general rule, only 

networks that connect to multiple Internet providers should use BGP. Even so, no 

discussion of routing would be complete without covering this essential networking 

protocol because it is part and parcel of the Internet backbone (as far as such an entity 

really exists; BGP actually enables numerous high-volume communications providers 

to act in concert to function like a single backbone, even though it’s composed of 

numerous autonomous but cooperating systems). 
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Although BGP is a distance vector protocol, it tracks hops between pairs of 

autonomous systems instead of tracking hop counts for actual routers. As an example, 

let’s say AS100 advertises a route to network 67.24.20.0/22 into AS200 and AS2000. 

When a route is advertised out of an AS, the BGP includes an AS number. So AS200 

and AS2000 receive 67.24.20.0/22 100. AS200 then advertises it to AS300 and 

prepends its AS number so AS300 receives a route of 67.24.20.0/22 200 100. At the 

same time, AS2000 and AS300 advertise that route to AS3000 and prepend their AS 

numbers. So, AS3000 receives two routes: 

 67.24.20.0/22 2000 100 

 67.24.20.0/22 300 200 100 

All other metrics being equal (and BGP has a lot of other metrics), AS3000 prefers the 

shorter AS path through AS2000 and AS100. It is important to note that even if the path 

through AS2000 has 20 router hops and the path through AS300 has three, AS3000 still 

prefers the shorter AS path because it has no way of knowing the actual distances 

involved. Remember that this protocol is largely administrative; in the real world, these 

decisions are often based on dollars and agreements between network service providers 

(NSPs) rather than the actual best physical path. 

Even for corporate networks that use two or more ISPs, it is generally preferable to 

advertise only a default route from each ISP and configure the BGP and IGP 

redistribution to determine which default route it should take. It was common to 

redistribute an IGP into a BGP, but because many networks now use private RFC 1918 

addresses, such as 10.0.0.0, and Network Address Translation, redistribution into BGP 

is pointless. 

Securing Routers and Routing Behavior 
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The two aspects of routing services that must be secured are the routers and the routing 

protocols. Routers contain network addressing information and a doorway between 

networks. These doorways should be guarded closely to ensure no malicious packets 

cross them. 

Securing routers is similar to securing most host systems. You should turn off 

unnecessary services, shut down unnecessary listening ports, configure strong access 

security to prevent tampering, and of course, secure physical access to the boxes. 

Assign strong passwords to routers and use an encrypted communications technology 

to access them. Too often in days of yore, network administrators used standard Telnet 

to access and configure their routers. Because Telnet sends unencrypted login names 

and passwords across the network, this makes such routers susceptible to 

eavesdropping by network analyzers. More modern techniques rely on establishing 

VPN connections for remote access, using SSL to establish a secure Web session, or 

SSH (Secure Telnet) to authenticate users and encrypt network traffic. 

Securing routing protocols is somewhat more challenging. It’s necessary to prevent 

prying eyes from seeing the information disclosed by the routing protocols because 

they contain information that makes internal systems much easier to attack. It’s also 

important to prevent denial of service (DoS) attacks when unauthorized users forge 

fake routing packets and attempt to make your routers create loops or black holes, or 

worse, forward the traffic to the attacker, at which point it might be able to capture the 

transported data. 

Unfortunately, securing routing protocols requires cooperation from the protocols 

themselves. For instance, OSPF, as seen in the packet headers, supports several forms 

of authentication, including MD5. Configuring this authentication means that a router 

will not form an adjacency with another router unless it knows the password. RIPv1, on 
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the other hand, has no security, whereas RIPv2 has a password, but it is of little value 

because it is sent in plain text. Thus, it’s important to consider where routing protocol 

traffic will be visible and select the routing protocol accordingly. Anything that will 

traverse the network or another public network (such as a cable company’s local 

network segment) should use OSPF or another equally secure network routing protocol. 

For more information on TCP/IP security issues and options, refer to Chapter 11 and 

Appendix B. 

Troubleshooting IP Routing 

Most IP routing problems deal with a lack of connectivity across routers. Numerous 

utilities and tools are available to test route connectivity. The following four tools are 

included with Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, and Windows 7: 

 Traceroute/Tracert—Used to trace an IP packet from a source computer to its 

destination 

 Ping—Used to send ICMP Echo messages and test connectivity 

 Pathping—Used to discover the path from a host to a destination 

For more information on Traceroute/Tracert, Ping and Pathping, refer to Chapter 5. For 

command syntax, refer to Appendix C. 

Chapter Summary 

 Because they manage access to the networking medium, data link protocols also 

manage the transfer of datagrams across the network. Normally, this means 

negotiating a connection between two communications partners and 

transferring data between them. Such transfers are called point-to-point because 

they move from one interface to another on the same network segment or 

connection. 
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 When WAN protocols, such as PPP, come into play, it’s possible to use the 

following to establish links that can carry IP and other datagrams from a sender 

to a receiver: analog phone lines; digital technologies, which include ISDN, 

DSL, or T-carrier connections; or switched technologies, such as X.25, frame 

relay, or ATM. At the Data Link layer, this means that protocols must deliver 

services, such as delimitation, bit-level integrity checks, addressing (for 

packet-switched connections), and protocol identification (for links that carry 

multiple types of protocols over a single connection). 

 Ethernet II frames are the most common frame type on LANs, but a variety of 

other frame types exist that carry TCP/IP over Ethernet networks. Other 

Ethernet frame types that can carry TCP/IP include Ethernet 802.2 LLC frames. 

 Understanding frame layouts is crucial for proper handling of their contents, 

regardless of the type of frame in use. Such frame types typically include start 

markers or delimiters (sometimes called preambles), destination and source 

MAC layer addresses, a Type field that identifies the protocol in the frame’s 

payload, and the payload itself, which contains the actual data inside the frame. 

Most TCP/IP frames end with a trailer that stores a Frame Check Sequence field 

used to provide a bit-level integrity check for the frame’s contents. By 

recalculating a special value called a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) and 

comparing it to the value stored in the FCS field, the NIC can accept the frame 

for further processing or silently discard it when a discrepancy occurs. 

 At the lowest level of detail, it’s important to understand the differences in field 

layouts and meanings when comparing various frame types for any particular 

network medium. You should understand the differences between the various 

types of Ethernet frames. 
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 Because hardware/MAC layer addresses are so important when identifying 

individual hosts on any TCP/IP network segment, it’s imperative to understand 

how TCP/IP manages the translation between MAC layer addresses and 

numeric IP addresses. ForTCP/IP, the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 

provides this all-important role and helps create and manage the ARP cache. 

Because ARP can check the validity of the address assigned to any machine by 

performing an ARP request for a machine’s own address, ARP also can detect 

IP address duplication when it occurs on a single network segment. 

 Understanding ARP packet fields greatly helps to illuminate the address 

resolution process, particularly the use of the all-zeroes address in the Target 

Hardware Address field to indicate that a value is needed. ARP also includes 

information about hardware type, protocol type, length of hardware address 

(varies with the type of hardware), length of protocol address, and an Opcode 

field that identifies what kind of ARP or RARP packet is under scrutiny. 

 A more advanced mechanism called proxy ARP permits a router to interconnect 

multiple network segments and make them behave like a single network 

segment. Because this means that hardware addresses are required from all 

segments that act like a single network segment, proxy ARP’s job is to: forward 

ARP requests from one actual network segment to another, when required; 

enable hardware address resolution; and then deliver corresponding replies to 

their original senders. Also, when a router configured for proxy ARP receives 

an ARP broadcast, it responds with its own address. When it receives the 

subsequent data packet, it forwards this along, according to its routing tables. 

 Network layer protocols make their way into the Data Link layer through a 

process known as data encapsulation. Building IP datagrams, therefore, 
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depends on understanding how to map the contents of an IP packet into a 

datagram that carries an IP packet as its payload. This process requires 

obtaining a numeric IP address for the destination (and may involve initial 

access to name resolution services such as DNS) and then using ARP (or the 

ARP cache) to map the destination address to a hardware address. (It is possible 

to use the hardware address of a known router or a default gateway instead, 

which can then begin the routing process from the sending network to the 

receiving network.) 

 When a frame must travel from one network segment to another, a process to 

resolve its route must occur. Local destinations can be reached with a single 

transfer at the Data Link layer, but remote destinations require forwarding and 

multiple hops to get from sender to receiver. Thus, it’s important to understand 

the role of local routing tables that describe all known local routes on a network 

as well as the role of the default gateway that handles outbound traffic when 

exact routes are not known. Here, ICMP comes into play to help manage best 

routing behaviors and report when destinations may be unreachable. 

 Other important characteristics of IP datagrams include: Time to Live (TTL) 

values, which prevent stale frames from persisting indefinitely on a network; 

fragmentation of incoming frames when the next link on a route uses a smaller 

MTU than the incoming link (reassembly of fragments always occurs when 

frames ultimately arrive at the destination host); and service delivery options to 

control packet and route priorities (seldom used, but worth understanding). 

 IP traffic can be prioritized using Differentiated Services or Type of Service 

designations. Although Type of Service was defined in the original 

specification, current network prioritization implementations are based on 
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Differentiated Services functions, which place a DSCP value in the IP header. 

This DSCP value is examined by routers along a path, and the traffic is 

forwarded according to the router configuration for that DSCP traffic type. In 

addition, Explicit Congestion Notification enables routers to notify each other 

of congested links before they must drop packets. These services streamline IP 

traffic to ensure minimal delay for high-priority traffic and a minimum of 

packet loss. 

 Routing protocols and routers provide a mechanism that can forward traffic 

from a sender’s subnet to an intended receiver’s subnet. Generally, routers 

depend on access to tables of information that describe known routes and 

default routers so traffic can be directed within an internetworked environment, 

or packets forwarded to other networks. 

 Routers depend on various routing protocols to manage the packet-forwarding 

process. Interior routing protocols are designed for use within autonomous 

routing domains, such as those that fall under the purview and control of a 

single company or organization. Exterior routing protocols provide a means 

whereby routers belonging to multiple companies or organizations can safely 

and securely forward data and manage routing information among the parties 

involved in a common connection. 

 Distance vector routing protocols such as RIP represent the oldest and simplest 

type of routing protocols, in which the number of router transitions (called hops) 

provides a crude metric of routing cost, and where no routing loops should 

occur as part of the routing topology. Link-state routing protocols, such as 

OSPF, provide more sophisticated routing metrics and controls, and they not 

only can deal with multiple routes between a sender and receiver but can use 
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more powerful route metrics to balance loads across such links, or failover from 

less expensive to more expensive routes, as needed. 

 The OSPF protocol supports much more sophisticated routing structures that 

break up a network into routing areas to help optimize routing tables and 

behavior. In addition, OSPF recognizes special categories of routing areas, such 

as a backbone area (where all individual areas interconnect) and autonomous 

systems, which represent individual routing regions that fall under specific 

administrative and management control. In such cases, area border routers may 

connect separate routing areas to the backbone or to other routing areas. 

 Routing characteristics, which determine how long it takes route information 

(and changes) to stabilize within a group of routers that share information, help 

to determine what kinds of routing protocols to use in specific applications. One 

important characteristic is convergence (how long it takes routing protocols to 

calculate optimal routes following updates), including techniques such as split 

horizon, poison reverse, and Time to Live settings. Other important 

characteristics include information update mechanisms (whether broadcast or 

multicast), Router Advertisements, and how routing domains may be logically 

subdivided to help manage complexity and reduce router traffic. 

 Managing routing on a complex network means understanding how and when 

to use exterior and interior routing protocols as well as how to establish the right 

kinds of connections between multiple routing domains. Private WAN links, 

Internet connections, and Mobile IP users all require special handling where 

routing is concerned to make sure that systems and services behave as required. 

It’s especially important to understand how and when interior routing protocols, 

such as OSPF, must interoperate with exterior routing protocols, such as BGP. 
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 Because router tables define the topology and behavior of IP networks, it’s 

essential to manage router security and updates as safely as possible. For those 

reasons, using strong passwords and secure links to access and update routers 

and their configurations is absolutely essential. 

 IPv4 and IPv6 differ in a number of areas. IPv4 uses ARP to solicit link-layer 

addresses, whereas IPv6 uses NDP. IPv4 depends on routers to fragment 

packets to transfer links with different MTUs, but for IPv6, only the source node 

sets the size of packets using NDP Discovery. IPv6 uses multicasts rather than 

broadcasts to send a single message to multiple nodes. IPv6 nodes listen for 

only those multicasts that are sent to their group or device type. 

 IPv6 Routing Mechanisms perform the same function as their IPv4 counterparts, 

to ensure that packets successfully traverse different routing domains to arrive 

at their destination. Mechanisms include how IPv6 routing decisions are made 

and Weak or Strong Host behavior. IPv6 routers determine which route in its 

routing table to use to make a forwarding decision by comparing bits in the 

prefix address for routing table entries to the same bits in the destination address. 

Network nodes can be set to Strong or Weak Host behavior, depending on 

traffic speed and security concerns. 

 IPv6 Multicast Listener Discovery specifies multicast behaviors as well as 

MLD packets and message types. MLD is the original protocol designed for 

IPv6, and MLDv2 updates it for IGMPv3. MLD is used by routers to discover 

multicast listeners on directly connected links. Routers can both send queries 

and be multicast listeners. Members of a multicast group can be located 

anywhere, depending on the scope of their group. MLD uses three message 

types: Query messages, Report messages, and Done messages. 
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 IPv6 routing protocols are RIPng, OSPFv3, EIGRP for IPv6, IS-IS for IPv6, 

and MP-BGP. EIGRP and BGP implementations have changed little for IPv6. 

Multiprotocol EIGRP added protocol-dependent module support for IPv6 but 

continues to operate as it has done under IPv4. BGP added multiprotocol 

extensions to allow it to operate on IPv6 networks. Specific extensions are 

NEXT HOP, AGGREGATOR, and NLRI, but other than the extensions, BGP 

works the same way it did under IPv4. RIPng is based on RIP for IPv4, but 

RIPng now uses IPv6 for transport, uses IPv6 prefixes and an IPv6 next-hop 

address. It also uses a multicast group for all RIP updates sent using UDP. 

OSPFv3 for IPv6 differs from its IPv4 counterpart in that it has removed 

addressing semantics from its packets and LSAs. It also runs on a per-link basis 

rather than per-subnet, generalizes its flooding scope, and removes 

authentication form the protocol. 

Key Terms 

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) This Network layer protocol translates numeric 

IP addresses into the equivalent MAC layer addresses necessary to transfer frames from 

one machine to another on the same cable segment or subnet. 

adjacencies database A database of the local network segment and its attached routers. 

Designated routers share the adjacencies database view across link-state networks. 

agent In general, a piece of software that performs services on behalf of another 

process or user. In the case of Mobile IP, the agent in question is a special piece of 

router software that tunnels from a remote subnet to a user’s home subnet to set up 

connections for a specific static IP address. 

area border router (ABR) A router used to connect separate areas. 
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areas Groups of contiguous networks. Areas are used in link-state routing to provide 

route table summarization on larger networks. 

ARP cache A temporary table in memory that consists of recent ARP entries. Entries in 

the ARP cache are discarded after two minutes on Windows 2000, Windows XP, and 

later systems. 

autonomous system (AS) A group of routers that is under a single administrative 

authority. 

autonomous system border router (ASBR) A router that connects an independent 

routing area, or AS, to another AS or the Internet. 

backbone area A required area to which all other routers should be attached directly or 

through a tunnel. 

backup designated router (BDR) The router with the second-highest priority on a 

broadcast segment of a link-state network. The BDR allows service to be restored 

quickly in the event of an outage affecting the DR. See also designated router. 

bit-level integrity check A special mathematical calculation performed on the payload 

of a packet (a datagram at the Data Link layer) before the datagram is transmitted, 

whose value may be stored in a datagram’s trailer. The calculation is performed again 

on the receiving end and compared to the transmitted value. If the two values agree, the 

reception is assumed to be error-free; if the two values disagree, the datagram is usually 

silently discarded (no error message). 

black hole A point on the network where packets are silently discarded. 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) An interdomain routing protocol that replaces the 

Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) and is defined in RFC 1163. BGP exchanges 

reachability information with other BGP routers. RFC 4760 defines the multiprotocol 

extensions that let BGP operate on IPv6 networks. 
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circuit switching A method of communications wherein a temporary or permanent 

connection between a sender and a receiver, called a circuit, is created within a 

communications carrier’s switching systems. Because temporary circuits come and go 

constantly, circuits are switched around all the time—hence, the term. 

converge The process of ensuring that all routers on a network have up-to-date 

information about available networks and their costs. 

counting to infinity A network routing problem caused by a routing loop. Packets 

circulate continuously until they expire. 

cyclical redundancy check (CRC) A special 16- or 32-bit equation performed on the 

contents of a packet. The result of the CRC equation is placed in the Frame Check 

Sequence field at the end of a frame. A CRC is performed by NICs on all outgoing and 

incoming packets. 

data encapsulation The technique whereby higher-level protocol data is enclosed 

within the payload of a lower-layer protocol unit and labeled with a header (and 

possibly a trailer) so the protocol data unit may be safely transmitted from a sender to a 

receiver. 

data link address The address of the local machine based on the hardware address. 

The data link address also is referred to as the MAC address. 

default gateway The name given to the router IP address through which a machine 

attached to a local network must pass outbound traffic to reach beyond the local 

network, thereby making that address the “gateway” to the world of IP addresses 

outside the local subnet. Also, a gateway of last resort, where packets are sent when no 

host route entry or network entry exists in the local host’s route table. 
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delimitation The use of special marker bit strings or characters, called delimiters, that 

distinguish the payload of a PDU from its header and trailer and that also may mark the 

beginning (and possibly the end) of a PDU itself, as transmitted. 

delimiter A special bit string or character that marks some boundary in a PDU, be it at 

the beginning or end of a PDU, or at the boundary between the header and the payload, 

or the payload and the trailer. 

designated router (DR) The router with the highest priority on a segment of a 

link-state network. A DR advertises LSAs to all other routers on the segment. 

diameter The number of hops that a network routing protocol can span; RIP has a 

network diameter of 15; most other routing protocols (such as OSPF and BGP) have an 

unlimited network diameter. 

Differentiated Services (Diffserv) A method for providing different levels of service 

to network traffic based on a marker placed in the IP header. 

Dijkstra algorithm An algorithm used to compute the best route on a link-state 

network. 

distance vector The source point or location for determining distance to another 

network. 

distance vector routing protocol A routing protocol that uses information about the 

distances between networks rather than the amount of time it takes for traffic to make 

its way from the source network to the destination network. RIP is a distance vector 

routing protocol. 

E1 A standard European digital communications service used to carry 30 64-Kbps 

digital voice or data channels, along with two 64-Kbps control channels, for a total 

bandwidth of 2.048 Mbps of service. E1 is widely used outside North America as a 

replacement for T1 service. 
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E3 A standard European digital communications service used to carry 16 E1 channels 

for a total bandwidth of 34.368 Mbps of service. E3 is widely used outside North 

America as a replacement for T3 service. 

Ethernet II frame type The de facto standard frame type for TCP/IP communications. 

Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) A method for notifying next-hop devices that 

a link is experiencing congestion and packet loss is imminent at the current 

transmission rates. 

exterior gateway protocols (EGPs) Routing protocols used to exchange routing 

information between separate autonomous systems. 

external route entry A route entry received from a different area. 

forwarding table The actual table referenced to make forwarding decisions on a 

link-state network. 

fragment In the context of IP networking, a piece of a larger set of data that must be 

divided to cross a network that supports a smaller MTU than the original packet size. 

Fragment Offset field The field that defines where a fragment should be placed when 

the entire data set is reassembled. 

Frame Check Sequence (FCS) The type of bit-level integrity check used in the trailer 

of PPP datagrams; the specific algorithm for the FCS is documented in RFC 1661. The 

FCS field contains a CRC value. All Ethernet and token ring frames have an FCS field. 

hardware address The address of the NIC. This address is typically used as the data 

link address. 

Hello process A process that link-state routers use to discover neighbor routers. 

High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) A synchronous communication protocol. 

host route A routing table entry with a 32-bit subnet mask designed to reach a specific 

network host. 
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host route entry A route table entry that matches all 4 bytes of the desired destination. 

Network route table entries only match the network bits of the desired address. 

IEEE 802.3 The IEEE-defined standard for a carrier sense, multiple access method 

with collision detection. 

informational/supervisory format A connection-oriented format that can be used by 

LLC packets. 

inter-autonomous system routing A term used in BGP that refers to the ability to 

provide routing between autonomous systems. 

interdomain routing protocols Routing protocols used to exchange information 

between separate autonomous systems. 

interior gateway protocols (IGPs) Routing protocols used within an autonomous 

system. 

internal route entry A route entry learned from within the same area as the computing 

device. 

Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP) A special TCP/IP Network Control 

Protocol used to establish and manage IP links at the Network layer. 

intra-autonomous system routing A term used in BGP that refers to the ability to 

provide routing within an autonomous system. 

intradomain routing protocol A routing protocol used to exchange routing 

information within an autonomous system. 

Ipconfig A command-line utility used to identify the local host’s data link address and 

IP address. 

lifetime value The time that a packet can remain on the network. Routers discard 

packets when their lifetimes expire. 
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Link Control Protocol (LCP) A special connection negotiation protocol that PPP uses 

to establish point-to-point links between peers for ongoing communications. 

link-state A type of routing protocol that uses and shares information only about 

adjacent neighbors and that uses transit time to assess link costs rather than hop counts 

or routing distances. 

link-state advertisement (LSA) A packet that includes information about a router, its 

neighbors, and the attached network. 

link-state routing protocol A routing protocol based on a common link-state picture 

of the network topology. Link-state routers can identify the best path based on 

bandwidth, delay, or other path characteristics associated with one or more links 

available to them. OSPF is a link-state routing protocol. 

Logical Link Control (LLC) The data link specification for protocol identification as 

defined by the IEEE 802.2 specification. The LLC layer resides directly above the 

Media Access Control layer. 

master router In link-state routing, a router that distributes its view of the link-state 

database to slave routers. 

name resolution process The process of obtaining an IP address based on a symbolic 

name. DNS is a name resolution process. 

neighbor routers On a link-state network, neighbor routers are connected to the same 

network segment. 

Network Control Protocols (NCPs) A family of TCP/IP Network layer protocols 

used to establish and manage protocol links made at the Network layer (TCP/IP’s 

Internet layer). 
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Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) The information about available 

networks and the routes whereby they may be reached, which routing protocols collect, 

manage, and distribute to the routers or other devices that use such routing protocols. 

network route entry A route table entry that provides a next-hop router for a specific 

network. 

next-hop router The local router that is used to route a packet to the next network 

along its path. 

On-Demand Routing (ODR) A low-overhead feature that provides IP routing for sites 

on a hub-and-spoke network. Each router maintains and updates entries in its routing 

table only for hosts whose data passes through the router, thus reducing storage 

requirements and bandwidth. 

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) A sophisticated Layer 3 or TCP/IP Internet layer 

routing protocol that uses link-state information to construct routing topologies for 

local internetworks and provides load-balancing capabilities. 

packet priority A TOS priority that defines the order in which packets should be 

processed through a router queue. 

pad Bytes placed at the end of the Ethernet Data field to meet the minimum field length 

requirement of 46 bytes. These bytes have no meaning and are discarded by the 

incoming data link driver when the packet is processed. 

pass-through autonomous system routing A term used in BGP routing, this routing 

technique is used to share BGP routing information across a non-BGP network. 

plain text password A password that is transferred across the cable in plain ASCII 

text. 
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point-to-point A type of Data Link layer connection in which a link is established 

between exactly two communications partners, so the link extends from one partner 

(the sender) to the other (the receiver). 

Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) A protocol used by many Internet 

service providers (including telecommunications companies and cable TV operators) to 

authenticate and manage broadband subscribers. 

poison reverse A process used to make a router undesirable for a specific routing path. 

This process is one of the methods used to eliminate routing loops. 

preamble The initial sequence of values that precedes all Ethernet packets. Placed on 

the front of the frame by the outgoing NIC and removed by the incoming NIC, the 

preamble is used as a timing mechanism that enables receiving IP hosts to properly 

recognize and interpret bits as 1s or 0s. 

protocol identification (PID) A datagram service necessitated when any single 

protocol carries multiple protocols across a single connection (as PPP can do at the 

Data Link layer); PIDs permit individual datagram payloads to be identified by the type 

of protocol they contain. 

protocol identification field A field that is included in most headers to identify the 

upcoming protocol. The PID of Ethernet headers is the Type field. The PID of IP 

headers is the Protocol field. 

proxy ARP The process of replying to ARP requests for IP hosts on another network. 

A proxy ARP network configuration effectively hides subnetting from the individual IP 

hosts. 

Registry setting A configuration that controls the way in which Windows devices 

operate. There are numerous settings that define how Windows computers operate in a 

TCP/IP environment. 
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Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) A Layer 2 or TCP/IP Network Access 

protocol that translates numeric IP addresses into MAC layer addresses (usually to 

verify that the identity claimed by a sender matches its real identity). This protocol was 

superseded by DHCP. 

route priority A TOS priority that defines the network to route packets. The router 

must support and track multiple network types to make the appropriate forwarding 

decision based on the TOS defined in the IP header. 

route resolution process The process that a host undergoes to determine whether a 

desired destination is local or remote and, if remote, which next-hop router to use. 

Routing Information Protocol (RIP) A simple, vector-based TCP/IP networking 

protocol used to determine a single pathway between a sender and a receiver on a local 

internetwork. 

routing loops A network configuration that enables packets to circle the network. Split 

horizon and poison reverse are used to resolve routing loops on distance vector 

networks. OSPF networks automatically resolve loops by defining best paths through 

an internetwork. 

routing protocol A Layer 3 protocol designed to permit routers to exchange 

information about networks that are reachable, the routes by which they may be reached, 

and the costs associated with such routes. 

routing tables Local host tables maintained in memory. The routing tables are 

referenced before forwarding packets to remote destinations in order to find the most 

appropriate next-hop router for the packet. 

Service Access Point (SAP) A protocol identification field that is defined in the 802.2 

LLC header that follows the MAC header. 
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slave router On an OSPF network, this type of router receives and acknowledges 

link-state database summary packets from a master router. 

split horizon A rule used to eliminate the counting-to-infinity problem. The split 

horizon rule states that information cannot be sent back the same direction from which 

it was received. 

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) A synchronous communication protocol. 

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) A family of fiber-optic digital transmission 

services that offers data rates from 51.84 Mbps (OC-1) to 38.88 Gbps (OC-768). 

T1 A digital signaling link whose name stands for trunk level 1; it is used as a standard 

for digital signaling in North America. T1 links offer aggregate bandwidth of 1.544 

Mbps and can support up to 24 voice-grade digital channels of 64 Kbps each, or they 

may be split between voice and data. 

T3 A digital signaling link whose name stands for trunk level 3; it is used as a standard 

for digital signaling in North America. T3 links offer aggregate bandwidth of 28T1s or 

44.736 Mbps. T3 runs on coax or fiber-optic cable, or via microwave transmission, and 

it is becoming a standard link for small- and mid-scale ISPs. 

T-carrier The generic telephony term for trunk carrier connections that offer digital 

services to communications customers directly from the communications carrier itself 

(usually a local or long-distance phone or communications company). It is possible, 

however, to run trunk lines all the way from one location to another, but such lines will 

always transit to the carrier’s premises at one or more points in such a connection. 

unnumbered format A format of 802.2 LLC packet that is connectionless. 

Review Questions 

1. An IPv6 node uses NDP to discover the link-layer address of the next-hop router by 

sending a Router Solicitation message as what kind of network message? 
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a. anycast 

b. broadcast 

c. multicast 

d. unicast 

2. Where is routing information stored in most routers and other similar devices? 

a. routing database 

b. routing table 

c. routing directory 

d. route lookup cache 

3. At the command prompt on a Windows 7 computer, what command is used to show 

the routing table for the IPv6 interface? 

a. netsh interface ipv6 show all routes 

b. netsh interface ipv6 show route 

c. netsh interface ipv6 show routes 

d. netsh interface ipv6 show routing table 

4. If an IPv6 router has multiple routes that lead to the correct destination address for a 

packet, how does it choose a route for the packet? 

a. It chooses one of the correct routes in its routing table, using a round-robin 

algorithm. 

b. It chooses the route with the largest link-MTU value. 

c. It chooses the route with the largest prefix length. 

d. It chooses the route with the route that matches the least number of high-order 

bits in the destination address. 

5. Configuring hosts to be weak or strong can be performed on both IPv4 and IPv6 

network nodes. True or False? 
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6. Upon receiving a packet sent by a source node, what is the first task an IPv6 router 

performs? 

a. checking the router’s destination cache 

b. checking the router’s routing table 

c. reducing the value of the Hop Limit field by 1 

d. running error checks on the packet header fields 

7. When an IPv6 host receives a packet that is addressed to it, if the packet does not 

use UDP or TCP as its upper-layer protocol, how does the host respond? 

a. The destination host will check the destination port for the packet, and if it 

does not match a protocol running on the node, it will drop the packet and 

send the ICMPv6 error message “Protocol Corrupted or Missing.” 

b. The destination host will check the packet’s Next Header field, and if no 

matching application is found, it will send the ICMPv6 error message 

“Parameter Problem - No Protocol Found” and then drop the packet. 

c. The destination host will drop the packet and send to the sender the ICMPv6 

error message “Protocol Corrupted or Missing.” 

d. The destination host will pass the data to the appropriate protocol running on 

the host. 

8. Which of the following routing protocols is a link-state protocol? 

a. OSPF 

b. IGRP 

c. BGP 

d. RIP 

9. Of the following, which routing table types can an IPv6 routing table store? 

(Choose all that apply.) 
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a. default route 

b. directly attached routes 

c. next-hop route 

d. remote routes 

10. Which of the following definitions best explains split horizon? 

a. All routes that originate elsewhere are set to infinite distance. 

b. It prevents a router from advertising a network to the interface that provides 

the original network information. 

c. It avoids routing loops. 

d. It creates routing loops. 

11. Which of the following definitions best describes a network that is in a converged 

state? 

a. Routers are waiting for table updates to finish propagating. 

b. All routers know current available networks and their associated costs. 

c. All routers use static routing tables. 

d. All routers use link-state routing protocols. 

12. Which version of RIP in an IPv4 implementation uses multicast packets for updates 

rather than broadcasts? 

a. RIPv1 

b. RIPv2 

c. RIPv3 

d. OSPF 

13. What gives BGP the ability to run on IPv6 networks? 

a. the addition of IPv6 address support for the Next Hop attribute 

b. the addition of IPX 
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c. the addition of MPLS 

d. the addition of multiprotocol extensions 

14. Which phenomenon causes a black hole to occur? 

a. One or more routers become unavailable. 

b. Link states change without notification. 

c. ICMP is disabled on a router. 

d. ICMP is enabled on a router. 

15. What allows the IS-IS routing protocol to operate on IPv6 networks? 

a. the addition of two new type-length-values (TLVs) as extensions 

b. the addition of the ability to route intradomain traffic for the connectionless 

network service 

c. the neighborship process extended from the original IPv4 implementation 

d. the use of LSP packets 

16. Both the IPv4 and IPv6 implementations of the OSPF routing protocol can manage 

multiple addresses and instances per interface. True or False? 

17. Which of the following router designations helps make OSPF more efficient than 

RIP when it comes to managing local routing behavior? 

a. default gateway setting 

b. designated router setting 

c. Router Links Advertisement 

d. Network Links Advertisement 

18. What is an update for the IPv6 routing protocol RIPng that did not exist in the IPv4 

RIP implementation? 

a. use of a 15 hop radius 

b. use of distance-vector 
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c. use of multicast for sending updates 

d. use of poison reverse 

19. Multicast Listener Discovery, which is used by IPv6 routers to discover multicast 

listeners, is embedded in what protocol? 

a. ICMPv6 

b. IGMPv6 

c. IPv6 

d. UDP 

20. When used over an asynchronous connection like an analog telephone link, PPP 

supports which of the following WAN encapsulation services? (Choose all that 

apply.) 

a. addressing 

b. bit-level integrity check 

c. delimitation 

d. protocol identification 

21. For which of the following link types must PPP provide addressing as part of its 

WAN encapsulation services? (Choose all that apply.) 

a. analog telephone link 

b. T-carrier link 

c. X.25 connection 

d. ATM connection 

22. What is the first step that an IP host performs when it receives an Ethernet II frame? 

a. Check the hardware address to see if it should be read further. 

b. Check the validity of the FCS value. 

c. Strip off the FCS field and hand the packet to the Data Link layer. 
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d. Examine the payload to determine the actual destination address. 

23. Which of the following statements best describes the role of the ARP cache? 

a. a special area of memory on routers where already-resolved IP hardware 

address translations are stored 

b. a special area of memory on IP hosts where already-resolved IP hardware 

address translations are stored 

c. a special file where already-resolved IP hardware addresses are stored as a 

computer is powered down, then read as it is powered back up 

d. a special file where translations from symbolic names to IP addresses are stored 

24. When looking for a destination address for a datagram ultimately bound for a 

remote network, an IP host must check which structure to obtain the necessary 

information? 

a. ARP cache 

b. routing tables 

c. a source route request 

d. proxy ARP to get the hardware address for the destination machine 

25. What happens when an IP host sends a reply to an IP host that requested its 

hardware address? 

a. Nothing happens, other than sending the reply. 

b. The sending host responds with an ARP request to the original requesting host. 

c. The sending host uses the contents of its reply to the requesting host to add an 

entry for the requesting host to its ARP cache. 

d. The sending host uses the contents of its reply to update the entry for the 

requesting host in its ARP cache. 

Hands-On Projects 
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[[Insert UNF p. 245-1 here]] 

The following Hands-On Projects assume that you are working in a Windows Vista or 

Windows 7 environment, that you have installed the Wireshark software, that you have 

obtained the trace (data) files necessary to work through many of the Hands-On 

Projects in this book, and that the trace (data) files have been copied to writable media, 

such as a hard disk, on the computer on which you are working. If you do not have the 

files you need, see the “Read This Before You Begin” section at the beginning of the 

book or consult with your instructor. 

Hands-On Project 4-1: Manage Your Local ARP Cache 

Time Required: 10 minutes 

Objective: Learn how to manage ARP entries on your computer. 

Description: This project shows you how to view your local ARP cache. 

1. Click the Start button, type cmd in the Start menu search box, right-click cmd.exe 

in the resulting list, and then select Run as administrator. A command prompt 

window opens. 

2. At the command prompt, type arp -a and press Enter to view your ARP cache. 

Write any entries that appear in your ARP cache. 

3. Type arp -d at the prompt and press Enter to delete your computer’s ARP cache. 

4. Type arp -a and press Enter to view your ARP cache again. Write the new entry 

that appears in your ARP cache. The cache should be empty. 

5. Type ping ip_address where ip_address is a host on your local network, and then 

press Enter. 

6. After the ping command has executed, type arp -a and press Enter to view your 

ARP cache again and write down the new entries. The ARP cache should only 
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include entries for the host you pinged after clearing your ARP cache, as shown in 

Figure 4-42. 

[[Insert Figure 4-42 here]] 

Hands-On Project 4-2: Read Your Local IPv4 Route Table 

Time Required: 10 minutes 

Objective: Learn how to view the routing table for your computer’s IPv4 interface. 

Description: This project shows you how to use the netsh command to display the 

routing table for an IPv4 interface. 

1. Click Start, type cmd in the Start menu search box, and then click cmd.exe in the 

resulting list. A command prompt window opens. 

2. Type netsh and press Enter. 

3. At the netsh prompt, type interface ipv4 and press Enter. 

4. At the prompt, type show route and press Enter to see the computer’s IPv4 routing 

table, as shown in Figure 4-43. 

[[Insert Figure 4-43 here]] 

Type exit and press Enter, and then type exit and press Enter again to close the 

command prompt window. 

Hands-On Project 4-3: Read Your Local IPv6 Route Table and Neighbors Cache 

Time Required: 10 minutes 

Objective: Learn how to view the routing table for your computer’s IPv6 interface. 

Description: The netsh command is used to display the routing table for the IPv6 

interface on a Windows 7 computer. 

1. Click Start, type cmd in the Start menu search box, and then click cmd.exe in the 

resulting list. A command prompt window opens. 
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2. Type netsh interface ipv6 show route and then press Enter to see the IPv6 routing 

table for your computer, as shown in Figure 4-44. 

[[Insert Figure 4-44 here]] 

3. Type netsh interface ipv6 show neighbors and then press Enter to see IPv6 

neighbor cache on the computer, as shown in Figure 4-45. 

[[Insert Figure 4-45 here]] 

4. Type exit and press Enter to close the command prompt. 

Hands-On Project 4-4: Viewing IPv4 and IPv6 Routing Protocols in Wireshark 

Time Required: 15 minutes 

Objective: Learn how to recognize the differences among several different routing 

protocols and their packets as their data is displayed in Wireshark. 

Description: In this project, you use Wireshark to view live captured or sample capture 

files of different routing protocols for both IPv4 and IPv6. 

To view RIPv1 routing protocol data: 

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, and then click Wireshark. Alternately, click 

Start, type Wireshark in the Start menu search box, and then click Wireshark in 

the resulting list. 

2. In the main pane under Files, click Sample Captures. 

3. Scroll down to Routing protocols and download the following files to a directory on 

your computer (alternately, these files may be in a local directory specified by your 

instructor): 

 eigrp-for-ipv6-auth.pcap 

 ospf.cap 

 RIP_v1 

4. Navigate to the directory where you saved the capture files. 
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5. Double-click RIP_v1. (If the file does not open, you may have to change the file 

name to add the .cap extension.) 

6. Click the first entry in the top pane to select it, which should be a RIPv1 request 

packet. 

7. In the next pane below, select Routing Information Protocol and expand it and 

any subitems below, as shown in Figure 4-46. 

[[Insert Figure 4-46 here]] 

8. In the top pane, select a RIPv1 Response packet and view the change in the RIP 

output in the pane below. 

9. Close Wireshark. 

To view OSPF routing protocol hello packet data: 

1. Navigate to the folder where you downloaded the routing capture files. 

2. Double-click ospf to open it in Wireshark. 

3. Select Open Shortest Path First and expand it. 

4. Expand OSPF Header, OSPF Hello Packet and any subitems, as shown in Figure 

4-47. (You may have to scroll down to view all the contents.) 

5. Close Wireshark. 

To view EIGRP routing protocol for IPv6 data: 

1. Navigate to the folder where you downloaded the routing capture files. 

2. Double-click eigrp-for-ipv6-auth to open it in Wireshark. 

3. In the top pane, use the scroll bar to scroll to the bottom of the window, and then 

select an EIGRP Hello packet entry. 

4. In the second pane, just below the top pane, select and expand Cisco EIGRP. 

5. Expand all subitems, as shown in Figure 4-48. (You may have to scroll down to 

view all the contents.) 
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6. Close Wireshark. 

[[Insert Figure 4-47 here]] 

[[Insert Figure 4-48 here]] 

Case Projects 

[[Insert UNF p. 251-1 here]] 

Case Project 4-1: Examining a Trace File 

You work in the headquarters of a large pharmaceutical company based in Atlanta, 

Georgia. A technician in your Portland, Oregon, office sent you a trace file for review. 

The technician states that she captured the communications from an IP host that cannot 

connect to anyone on the other side of the local router. The problematic IP host can 

communicate with all the local systems without any problems. What process might be 

problematic here? What should you look for in the trace file? 

Case Project 4-2: Determining the Distance Traveled by an IPv6 Packet Based on 

the Hop Limit Value 

You’re interested in determining how far IPv6 packets traveled before reaching your 

company’s gateway to the Internet. What field should you look at to determine the 

distance from the source? Can you make a definitive statement about the distance 

traveled based on this field? 

Case Project 4-3: QoS on a TCP/IP Network 

Explain the purpose of QoS on a TCP/IP network. Define the basic purpose of IP 

precedence, Type of Service, Diffserv, and Explicit Congestion Notification 

functionality. Give examples of how you might use QoS characteristics on your 

network. 
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[[UNF p. 251-1]] 

Tables 

[[Start Table 4-1 here]] 

Type Protocol 

0x0800 IPv4 

0x86dd IPv6 

0x0806 Address Resolution Protocol 

0x809B AppleTalk 

0x8137 Novell Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX) 

Table 4-1 Assigned protocol types (by number) 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-1 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-2 here]] 

Number Destination Protocol 

0 Null LSAP 

2 Indiv LLC Sublayer Mgt 

3 Group LLC Sublayer Mgt 

4 SNA Path Control 

6 DOD IP 

14 PROWAY-LAN 

78 EIA-RS 511 

94 ISI IP 

142 PROWAY-LAN 

254 ISO CLNS IS 8473 

255 Global DSAP 
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Table 4-2 Assigned SAP numbers 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-2 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-3 here]] 

Number Hardware Type 

1 Ethernet 

6 IEEE 802 Networks 

7 ARCNET 

11 LocalTalk 

14 SMDS 

15 Frame relay 

17 HDLC 

19 ATM 

20 Serial line 

21 ATM 

Table 4-3 Hardware type numbers 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-3 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-4 here]] 

Code Value Packet Type 

1 ARP request 

2 ARP reply 

3 RARP request 

4 RARP reply 

Table 4-4 ARP and RARP operation codes 
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© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-4 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-5 here]] 

Registry Information Details 

Location HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\Current

ControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters 

Data type REG_DWORD 

Valid range 0-0XFFFFFFFF 

Default value 120 

Present by default No 

Table 4-5 ArpCacheLife Registry setting 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-5 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-6 here]] 

Fields Details 

Type 135 

Code 0 

Checksum This is the ICMPv6 checksum (see RFC 4443). 

Reserved This field is unused and must be set with a value of 0 

by the source node. The destination node must ignore 

this field. 

Target Address This is the IPv6 address of the destination or the target 

node for the Solicitation message. 

Options At the time RFC 4861 was written, the only option 

was the Source node’s link-layer address. Future 
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versions of this protocol may define additional option 

types. Any option types the target node does not 

recognize must be ignored. 

Table 4-6 Neighbor Solicitation message ICMPv6 fields description 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-6 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-7 here]] 

Fields Details 

Type 136 

Code 0 

Checksum This is the ICMPv6 checksum (see RFC 4443). There 

are three flags that can be set in this field: the R or 

Router Flag, the S or Solicitation Flag, and the O or 

Override Flag. In the case of a response to a Neighbor 

Solicitation message, the S-flag is set, indicating that 

this Advertisement message is being transmitted in 

response to a Neighbor Solicitation message from the 

target node. 

Reserved This field is unused and must be set with a value of 0 

by the target node. The node receiving the 

Adverstisement message must ignore this field. 

Target Address This is the address of the node that sent the Neighbor 

Solicitation message. 

Options The only possible option is the target’s link-layer 

address and must be included in response to mulitcast 
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solicitations. Future versions of this protocol may 

define additional option types. 

Table 4-7 Neighbor Advertisement message ICMPv6 fields description 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-7 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-8 here]] 

Registry Information Details 

Location HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\Curr

entControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters 

Data type REG_DWORD 

Valid range 1-255 

Default value 128 

Present by default No 

Table 4-8 Default TTL Registry setting 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-8 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-9 here]] 

Binary Decimal Type of Service 

0000 0 Default (no specific route defined) 

0001 1 Minimize Monetary Cost 

0010 2 Maximize Reliability 

0100 4 Maximize Throughput 

1000 8 Minimize Delay 

1111 15 Maximize Security 

Table 4-9 Type of Service values 
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© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-9 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-10 here]] 

Registry Information Details 

Location HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\Current

ControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters 

Data type REG_DWORD 

Valid range 0-255 

Default value 0 

Present by default No 

Table 4-10 DefaultTOS Registry setting 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-10 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-11 here]] 

Protocol TOS Value Functionality 

TELNET 1000 Minimize Delay 

FTP Control 1000 Minimize Delay 

FTP Data 0100 Maximize Throughput 

TFTP 1000 Minimize Delay 

SMTP Command phase 1000 Minimize Delay 

SMTP Data phase 0100 Maximize Throughput 

DNS UDP Query 1000 Minimize Delay 

DNS TCP Query 0000 Routine 

DNS Zone Transfer 0100 Maximize Throughput 

NNTP 0001 Minimize Monetary Cost 
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ICMP Errors 0000 Routine 

ICMP Requests 0000 Routine 

ICMP Responses 0000 Routine 

Any IGP 0010 Maximize Reliability 

EGP 0000 Routine 

SNMP 0010 Maximize Reliability 

BOOTP 0000 Routine 

Table 4-11 Type of service functionality 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-11 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-12 here]] 

Routing Table Type Details 

Directly attached routes These are routes with subnet prefixes that are 

directly attached to the router and that usually have 

a 64-bit length. 

Remote routes These are routes with prefixes that are either subnet 

prefixes 64 bits in length or prefixes summarizing 

an address space that are less than 64 bits in length. 

Host routes This is a route prefix to a specific IPv6 address that 

is 128 bits in length. 

Default route The IPv6 default route prefix is ::/0. 

Table 4-12 IPv6 routing table types 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-12 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-13 here]] 
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Routing Table Fields Details 

Destination prefix This is an IPv6 address prefix that can be between 0 

and 128 in length. 

Next-hop address This is the IPv6 address to which the packet will next 

be forwarded. 

Interface This is the network interface on the node used to 

forward the packet to the next-hop node. 

Metric This is the value indicating the cost of the route 

allowing the best route, among multiple routes, to be 

selected. 

Table 4-13 IPv6 routing table fields 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-13 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-14 here]] 

Value Scope Details 

1 Interface-Local Spans only one interface on the node and uses 

only loopback and multicast transmission 

2 Link-Local Spans the same network topology as the 

analogous unicast scope 

4 Admin-Local The smallest scope requiring administrative 

configuration as opposed to automatic or 

dynamic configuration 

5 Site-Local Spans the same network topology as the 

analogous unicast scope 

8 Organization-Local Spans multiple sites within a single 
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organization 

E Global Spans multiple sites and multiple 

organizations 

Table 4-14 IPv6 Multicast address format prefix scopes 

© Cengage Learning 2013 

[[End Table 4-14 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-15 here]] 

MLDv1 Packet 

Fields 

Details 

Type There are three types of MLD messages, the values 

for which are found in the 

packet’s Type field: 

Multicast Listener Query (130) 

Multicast Listener Report (131) 

Multicast Listener Done (132) 

Code This is set to 0 by the source node and ignored by the 

receiving nodes. 

Checksum This is the standard ICMPv6 checksum for the entire 

MLD message, including the pseudo-header of the 

IPv6 header fields. 

Maximum Response 

Delay 

This field contains a value in milliseconds specifying 

the maximum allowed delay before sending a 

responding Report, and the field is only relevant in 

query messages. 

Reserved This is set to 0 by the source node and ignored by the 
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receiving nodes. 

Multicast Address For a query message, this field is set to 0 when a 

General Query is sent and set to a specific IPv6 

multicast address when sending a 

Multicast-Address-Specfic Query. For a Report 

message, this field contains the specific IPv6 

multicast address for message senders listening for 

reports. 

Table 4-15 MLDv1 packet fields 
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[[End Table 4-15 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-16 here]] 

MLDv2 Packet 

Fields 

Details 

Type There are two types of MLDv2 messages, the values 

for which are found in the 

packet’s Type field: 

Multicast Listener Query (130) 

Version 2 Multicast Listener Report (143) 

Code This is set to 0 by the source node and ignored by the 

receiving nodes. 

Checksum This is the standard ICMPv6 checksum for the entire 

MLD message, including the pseudo-header of the 

IPv6 header fields. The field is set to 0 for computing 

the checksum, and the receiving node must verify the 
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checksum before processing the message. 

Maximum Response 

Code 

This field specifies the maximum allowed time before 

sending a response Report. The actual time, measured 

in millliseconds, is referred to as the Maximum 

Response Delay and is derived from the Maximum 

Response Code. 

Reserved This is set to 0 by the source node and ignored by the 

receiving nodes. 

Multicast Address For a query message, this field is set to 0 when a 

General Query is sent and set to the specific IPv6 

multicast address being queried when sending a 

Multicast-Address-Specfic Query or a Multicast 

Address and Source Specific Query. For a Report 

message, this field contains the specific IPv6 

multicast address for message senders listening for 

reports. 

S Flag This is used to suppress router-side processing. When 

the flag is set to one, receiving multicast routers are 

directed to suppress the normal timer updates they 

usually perform when hearing a query. This does not 

suppress the Querier election or normal node-side 

processing of a query that routers are required to 

perform if the routers are also multicast listeners. 

QRV (Querier’s This field contains the Robustness Variable value 
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Robustness 

Variable) 

used by the Querier if the value is not 0. If the value is 

greater than 7, which is the maximum allowed value 

for this field, the field is set to 0. 

QQIC (Querier’s 

Query Interval 

Code) 

This field specifies the Query Interval used by the 

Querier. The actual interval is called the Querier’s 

Query Interval (QQI) and is measured in seconds. The 

QQI is derived from the QQIC. 

Number of Sources 

(N) 

This field specifies the number of source addresses 

present in the query. This value is set to 0 for a 

General Query or a Multicast Address Specific Query 

and is not 0 for a Multicast Address and Source 

Specific Query. 

Source Address [i] The source address fields are a vector of n unicast 

addresses where n is the value in the Number of 

Sources (N) field. 

Table 4-16 MLDv2 Multicast Listener Query message packet fields 
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[[End Table 4-16 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-17 here]] 

MLDv2 Packet Fields Details 

Type There are two types of MLDv2 messages, the values 

for which are found in the 

packet’s Type field: 

Multicast Listener Query (130) 

Version 2 Multicast Listener Report (143) 
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Reserved This is set to 0 by the source node and ignored by the 

receiving nodes. 

Checksum This is the standard ICMPv6 checksum for the entire 

MLD message, including the pseudo-header of the 

IPv6 header fields. The field is set to 0 for computing 

the checksum, and the receiving node must verify the 

checksum before processing the message. 

Nr of Mcast Address 

Records (M) 

This field specifies the number of Multicast Address 

Records that exist in the Report. 

Multicast Address Record This field contains a block of fields representing the 

Multicast Address Record. The fields contain data on 

the source node, which is listening to a single 

multicast address on the interface from which the 

Report was transmitted. Each Multicast Address 

Record has an internal format, as described in RFC 

3810, Section 5.2. 

Table 4-17 MLDv2 Multicast Listener Report message packet fields 
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[[End Table 4-17 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-18 here]] 

Type Number Type Description 

1 Hello packet Used to locate neighboring 

routers 

2 Database description Used to transmit database 

summary information 
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3 Link-State request Used to request link-state 

database information 

4 Link-State update Used to flood LSAs to other 

networks 

5 Link-State acknowledgment Used to acknowledge receipt of 

link-state information 

Table 4-18 Type field values 
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[[End Table 4-18 here]] 

[[Start Table 4-19 here]] 

IPvt Reachability 

TLV Field 

Details 

Type 236 

Length This is the length of the TLV. 

Metric This is the extended metric, with a range of values 

between 0 and 4261412864. If the metric value is greater 

than 4261412864, the IPv6 reachability information is 

ignored. 

U Flag This is the Up/Down bit and is used to prevent routing 

loops. This field is set to 1 when a route is advertised 

from a level-2 to a level-1 router to prevent the route 

from looping back. 

X Flag This is the route redistribution bit, and the value is set to 

1 when the route is redistributed from another protocol. 

S Flag If this TLV contains no sub-TLVs, this field is set to 0; 
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otherwise, it is set to 1, which means that the IPv6 prefix 

is followed by sub-TLV information. 

Reserve Reserved field 

Prefix Length IPv6 route prefix length 

Prefix IPv6 route prefix 

Sub-TLV Optional 

Sub-TLV Length Optional 

Table 4-19 IS-IS IPv6 Reachability TLV fields 
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[[End Table 4-19 here]] 


